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1SELECTION, TRAINING AND PROMOTION
of
OFFICE EMPLOYEES
INTRODUCTION
That phase of office management dealing with the selec-
tion, training and promotion o office employees has in the
past been given scant attention.
Because of the constant growth and consequent needs of
a wealthy nation, emphasis v/as placed on production, selling
and marketing, and the employee -croblems arising out of these
factors only. Office employees have been thought of, there-
fore, as adjuncts to a r.ore vital part of the whole field of
management, and so, until recently, have been chosen more or
less haphazardly, and without care to placing the proper
oers n in the right position.
Upon employment, it was presumed that the employee was
trained sufficiently in the duties of his position, to begin
his work immediately after a few directions from a sir-erior,
The result was that office outnut for manv vears was
unmeasured and unsatisfactory. Office employees were often
lax in fulfilling conscientiously the duties of the positions.
An office position was ieemed an "easy" one, or a "white-collar
job."
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Althoup'h in recent years, the questionr of outlining
specific duties of each position, and measuring outnut have
been dealt with more scientifically, with nost beneficial
results, the fact remains that only in large companies are
the problems of careful selection, thorough training and
equitable promotion 2'-We ri sufficient thourht with a view to
setting and following standard practices.
In the other companies, slinshod methods are still found
—a bookkeeping or stenographic vacancy will be filled by
telephoning to some type of employment bureau; one or more
applicants will be interviewed briefly, from which one will
be employed; the new worker will be told in general way what
to do, and will then be left to his own devices, with perhaps
a few additional meagre instructions from the supervisor, or
a fellov; employee. After o week or two, the new employee is
considered to be "trained."
The importance of scientific selection and training,
and a definite, fair system of promotion for office employ-
ees should be realized if the control of all office employee
factors is to be as efficient as the control already at-
tained in other branches of industry.
This thesis is an attempt to set forth the methods used
in the selection, training and promotion of office workers
,
as carried on today; a discussion of better methods to be
adonted; and comments upon the methods used by some of the
largest companies in the United St&tes .
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SELECTION
of
OFFICE EMPLOYEES
INTRODUCTION
In a discussion of the sources of supply from which to
select office workers, one must keep in mind the fact that
the world business depression has greatly lessened the demand
for office workers, as it has the demand for all other types
of employees, and so has narrowed the sources of selection
from several to a very few.
The emplo77ment head of a large concern employ' ng approx-
imately four hundred office workers reported that whereas
formerly they obtained them from a number of, or from all the
sources available, namely: commercial employment agencies,
office app" iance companies' employment departments, newspaper
advertisements, the local high school, business colleges,
recommendations of employees and their friends, recommenda-
tions of those outside the firm, and voluntary applications,
now, when the need for employment is very low, a new employee
is hired ^rom the source which at the time is most convenient
to the employment manager.
Another employment manager reported that there was little
need for new office employees, and that when one was required
the other employees quickly informed him that they knew of a
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good candidate for the -oosition, and so the vacancy was quick
ly filled without going outside the concern; for a year and a
half, this employment manager continued, he had not found it
necessary to seek the services of agencies Which had custom
arlly been used, before the depression.
Another manager said: "We need few new employees these
days; when we do have a vacancy, we apply to the local High
School principal who recommends someone to us." So reported
most of the personnel heads of the large companies.
In general, most personnel directors admitted that they
had made use of the majority of the possible sources of se-
lection; many of them had decided prejudices against, or
decided leanings toward one source over another. The employ-
ment head of a large manufacturing company said that one of
their former office managers, a woman, had' resigned her po-
sition after many successful years of service and had opened
an office employment agency in Boston. "Naturally", he said,
"we try to get as many stenographers and tyoists as possible
through her agency, since we know she has the interests of
the company at heart."
Following is a discussion of each of the various sources
of selection, treating first their general usefulness and
disadvantages, followed by comments made concerning them by
personnel heads of companies interviewed.
The following points are treated in order: the interview
the application; and various kinds of tests used.
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EMPLOYMENT REQU ISIT ION
Please employ for the_
No. Men
Boys
Women
Girls
For Position as
Reason for Increasing Force
To begin work
Rate to Start When Exp.
With the following qualities:
De-t
19
To Replace
Transferred to
No longer employed
Promoted to
INCREASE FORCES a Yes, No.
Send all applicants to
Signed
0. K.
Date
Dent
.
PERMANENT: Yes, No
Foreman
Dept . Head
19
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Employment Requisition
A requisition for a new employee originates in the de-
partment where the vacancy occurs. If the concern is small,
the request for a new employee is made informally, but most
of the larger companies use a standard form. The latter may
be very simple, stating name of department, definite position
for which employee is wanted, wage, and time when work must
begin. It may contain a column for remarks of the department
head concerning tyoe of employee desired. Many forms, too,
have attached a stub providing croDer notification for placing
the new employee on the pay-roll.
Following is shown an Employment Requisition of a large
manufacturing company, this model presenting considerably
more detailed information than the ordinary form.
Process of Hiring
The job specifications form the basis on which the em-
ployment manager chooses or rejects applicants.
In the absence of standard specifications, (and it is
surprising to find the great number of offices where job
specification is not practiced), the manager should know
definitely what type of person he is seeking for the position
in question.
Samples of such qualifications are:
File Clerks. Hand and eye coordination. Proficiency
in writing, rapid reading, spelling. Accuracy, attention
"Cornell & Mac Donald" p. 326
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to detail. High school education preferred, tut at least
must have completed grammar school.
Dictaphone Machine Operator. Touch typist. Proficiency
in spelling, punctuation and grammatical accuracy. Must
possess imagination and observation. High school education
necessary.
Stenographer
.
Age: 18 to 25 years.
Education: At least three years of high school training.
High school graduate preferred.
Experience: At least six months.
Essential qualifications: Touch typist - speed 800 5^
lines a day. Stenographic speed 100 words a minute.
Accurate, adaptable, good health, oersonal neatness
above the average, pleasing personality above average.
Salary: Minimum $20.00.
Maximum $25.00.
Mailing Clerk. Coordination of eye and hand. Accuracy.
Orderliness
.
Correspondent
.
Proficiency in English composition,
grammar, vocabulary. Experiences or some knowledge of busi-
ness. Imagination, reasoning. College education required.
After the head of the employment department has been
notified that there is a vacancy, one of the clerks in this
department goes through the files and prepares a list of
names of employees with sufficient experience and training
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to fill the vacancy. The record card of the highest employee
on the list is given to t e employment manager. The data on
the card is studied, sometimes an inteiview with the employee
is requested, and the employment manager decides whether or
not the employee in question will be capable of filling the
position.
If a search of the files discloses no available candi-
date among those already working for the firm, recourse may
be had to a list of available previous applicants for whom
at the time of application there was no o ening. A letter
may be sent to such persons, asking them to call for an
interview
.
In the event of these two initial sources proving in-
adequate, applicants may be secured from the other usual
sources. In applying to any source of new employees , the
employment manager should state a definite time of the day
when interviews will be conducted.
There are In practice two methods of making the final
choice. In some companies, the head of the employment de-
partment has authority to make final choice; in others, the
employment manager simply makes a temporary selection, leav-
ing the final choice to the head of the department in which
the vacancy occurred.
Importance of Proper S lection.
Office managers have not yet come to realize the impor-
tance of prooer selection of their employees. In spite of
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a carefully equipped office, with the most modern devices and
standardized routine, the office cannot and will not function
correctly if the employees are of a poor grade and do in-
efficient work. At the time of the selection, the greatest
opportunity presents itself to build up a strong office force.
Poor selection results in heavy costs to the company in
turnover. Time and money is spent in training a worker who
should never have teen placed in the position. A discharged
employee represents an investment of time and money in hiring,
training and supervising to the value of at least o50.00, a
conservative figure.
The office workers who remain with the firm, but see a
rapid turnover of office labor brought about through poor
plan of selection, will undoubtedly lose spirit in their own
work. This will result in a weakening of the entire office
force
.
No perfect selection plan ras yet been devised. Each
personnel manager must devise a plan suitable for his own
company. However, t^ere are available for ado t ion, certain
principles and methods, which, if carried out, will reduce
to a minimum the chance of error. First, the responsibility
for employing should be centralized in one person or ~epart-
ment, to which all applicants will report, regardless of the
department which needs them. Allowing each department head
to choose his own employees v/ill result in the wrong type
of workers. Second, complete analysis of ,iobs should be
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oracticed, so that the requirements for each oosition will
he definitely known, standardized and applied before an
employee can be judged as to his fitness or lack of fitness
to fill the position capably.
The Personnel Manager
The importance of choosing for a personnel manager a
lan of outstanding and command ^ ng personality cannot be over-
estimated. He must possess the confidence of both the man-
agement and the employees, since he is the link between the
two. He should be courteous, even-tempered, patient, broad-
m'nded and approachable.
Old Ideas of Selection versus New
Formerly, employment managers held themselves out as
being "pickers of men," able to form correct judgment at
first sight, often on "hunches". Odd ideas existed, and
were carried into execution by business men, who selected an
applicant for a position, upon the shape of his head; whether
or not the applicant looked the interviewer straight in the
eye during the fine of the interview, and upon other odd base
of selection.
Again, it is but natural that the employment manager
will be influenced by his personal prejudices in the matter
of selection. If he has a dislike of red-headed men, it is
not probable that he v/ill give a red-headed an as fair an
interview as he will give to a dark or light-haired man.
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Such facts sound rather ridiculous, "but similar conditions
are quite prevalent, in modern offices.
Thanks to the use of standard tests, both practical and
psychological, scientific methods of selecting employees are
taking the place of unscientific methods, nd have been very
successful in eliminating careless methods of selection.
By means of these tests, the interviewer may rate and
select the applicant purely upon the latter' s performance in
the tests and rating on the rating scale, allowing of course,
for errors in the interviewer ' s opinion of the orospective
employee's personal appearance and such other factors as can
not be measured by test means.
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SOURCES Q SUPPLY
The Business College
The b siness college fills a -unique position in the
work of commercial education. Progressing from its early
days, when the operation or the school was in the hands of
unscrupulous men, desirous of making a profit at the expense
of the students, the business school has reached a stage
where it provides business training to a particular group
of students, namely, those v/hose fundamental training has
been taken care of, and who come to the business college to
learn how to adequately fill an office position. It serves
at present to give the business men more nearly what he wants,
in the form of a well-trained worker, than does any other
institution.
To encourage student enrollment, and to serve the
businesses of the community with a source of supply for
office work, most business colleges maintain a very reliable
Employment Department. Here they have on file a list, not
only of present students, but of all those who h ve gradu-
ated and the positions they fill. A considerable and ever-
growing number of business men send to these business schools
for employees.
In considering them as a source of supply, the business
man should weigh in mind the following* Will the Employment
Department of the college send only reliable candidates?
—
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or will it, as a profit-making institution seek to place all
its students, regardless of their ability, since all "business
colleges make a promise of employment to encourare young men
and women to attend?
The Commercial
i
Employment Agency
The Employment Agency may "be compared to a t^pe of
clearing house to which employees may for positions go, and
to 'flhich employers seeking new office employees may ccme.
They are of two clashes, large agencies and small ones. They
are, of course, a convenience. The employment manager, when
deciding whether or net to apply to an agency for an employee,
should find out all he can concerning its operators, history,
types of employees dealt with, and names of ether emplojrers
who also ccme to it for assistance. Having satisfied himself
that the agency is reliable, the manager shcul<; go there in
person, or request the m- nager of the agency Ic visit him.
A personal visit will insure a mutual understanding of the
requirments of the ccmnany, and the good value of the agency
Will "be greatly enhanced, since the agency may now be relied
upon to send only those applicants v/ho are worth an interview.
Such agencies customarily charge a cemmi ssion, to be
deducted from the weekly salary of the employe^ hired, for as
meny weeks as will complete the payment of the commission.
This feature makes the employment agency less desirable than
ether sources of simply.
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Many of the smaller agencies are in the
hands of a 'an or
women who has had years of experience in the
business world and
understands the needs of employers. Such agencies
are uite
reliable, and many of the- have a monopoly on
the placing of
workers in vancanices in a particular company.
The larger agencies, because of the greater number of
people seeking employment through them, are apt to send
out
too many applicants for one position, some of whom are not
fitted for the opening. Also, the larger agencies cannot
become as well acquainted with the men and women who come to
them for positions; neither can they keep records containing
sufficient c a ta concerning these people.
Employment Departments of Office Appliance Companies
A source of employment found in many large cities is the
Employment Department of typewriting and otler office machine
com :: nies
.
In Boston, The Royal Ty-ei.riting Ha chine Company, the
Underwood Typewriter Company and the Remington Typewriter
Company maintain Employment Bureaus. Stenographers and
typists out of work may come to them seeking positions. A
better type of worker is apt to be found there, si ce a
practical test is given before a candidate is given a place
in their files. Considerable cata is furnished on the record
card kept. The typewriting machine companies do not charge
a commission for this service. They are patronized by many
large insurance companies and manufacturing organizations

in downtown Boston, as well s in outlying cities a d towns;
in fact, some office managers state that they succeed in fill-
ing all stenographic, typist and clerical positions through
the typewriting companies.
For the benefit of young and older wo en who may he
slightly out of orac. ice, the companies usually maintain type-
writers which may be used at any time during the day, for
nractice, and on which tests are taken by candidates for posi-
tions. The atmosphere is friendly, for the very fact that the
bureau is not operated for profit seems to give the {-iris and
women more confidence.
The Burroughs Adding Machine Company and the Dictaphone
Company m i tain a school from which trained applicants are
sent out. Neither of those companies charge a commission and
all employ ent managers whom the writer has interviewed ex-
pressed complete satisfaction with the employees obtained
through this medium.
The Figh School
The apprenticeship system may be used in connection with
office work as well as factory work, in cor; junction with the
problem of education. It insures a constant stream of thor-
oughly trained young office workers into the system.
In several cities, there is a mutual agreement between
heads of companies and school authorities'*
A study is first made of the requirements of the offices
throughout the city.
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An analysis of these req ire ents is made, and from
t is analysis a curriculum is :et up which will teach the
pupils the subjects that will prove of most help in fulfill-
ing the requirements of the merchants, office heads, and
business men in general, of their own city.
In return for this educational help to the business men
of the community, the latter promise to employ only graduates
of that city or town's high sc' ool. An employment office is
conducted by some well- trained man or woman . known by the title
of "Placement Director" or some similar title. Graduates are
placed, and undergraduates may be available whenever there is
a call for them for part time work. Records are kept of the
progress of the graduates after graduation, and of any change
in position.
Notable examples of such experiments are in the cities
of Worcester, Newton, and Springfield, all in Massachusetts,
Boise, Idaho, and Newcastle, Pennsylvania.
Cities in the western part of the United States- seem
more wi ling to try this ex eriment of cooperation between
High School and industry, than do cities in the east. The
fault seems to li with the school, rather than with the
business :en. In personal interviews with personnel managers,
two or three expressed approval of such a plan. One of them
said that he had approached the principal of the nearby High
School with a vietJ to roviding a part work-part study plan,
but the latter vetoed it ijnmedia tely . It would appear that
the educators dislike anything that savors of encroachment
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upon their field.
As a source of labor supply, the High School may be
either of neat or of no assistance whatsoever.
If the co:u lercial department of the school is up-to-date
and has trained its students vith a view to practical work
of the bookkeeper, clerk, typist, stenographer, of Ice machine
operator, tie employment manager will find here young employ-
ees with the fundamentals so well learned that little further
instruction by the office supervisor will be found. necessary*
However, in many High schools, the eommeribial department
is net maintained at a standard high enough to me t the re-
uire.i nts of office managers. Old equipment is used; commer-
cial teachers ere still in many schools inefficient; and the
commercial course is a dumping ground for poor college stduents.
From such high schools, it is obvious that few hopeful employ-
ees can be secured.
That the commercial course is a very necessary part of
the whole curriculum, however, is proved by no less than the
business men themselves. Some employment managers said that
they preferred to take from the high school graduates who had
completed the academic course, and who had r,o co orcial train-
ing whatsoever. They then undertook to j rovide the requisite
tr ining to the young employee, in the office. After so e
time, employment heads in general realized that this task mas
too great, and agreed that some fundamental com ercial know-
ledge was necessary befo. e the worker started upon the actual
performance of 3 is duties in the office.
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The High School serves best as a source of supply when
the business wishes to employ young boys and girls before
they have worked for any other company. The beginners a/e
then free from preconceived ideas of doin the work. They
are trained in a centralized trainin department to learn
the company's standard methods. Thus, a good performance
is insured, provided the boy or girl was equipped education-
ally before being employed.
Throu f; ^.iployees
Of course, the source of supply found within the organ-
ization is the best which any company has. This has already
be en mentioned in the section "Process of Hiring". If the
company aims to train and develop its employees with a view
to crorioting them when the opportunity presents itself, (and
this is the policy any far-seeing com any shouM adopt,) then
it has within its folds an ample source of supnly from which
to fill vacant positions.
If the vacancy cannot be filled by this means, it is
sometimes possible to reemploy former employees wao had re-
signed their duties for one reason or another. Many of
them would be found available to return to %] eir former
positions, and would appreciate the opportunity.
As to tie policy of securing new employees through rec-
co:n .endations of pr sent employees, firms seem to be of two
opinions: Some companies believe that their employees, being
familiar with existing policies, can aid in the process of
P. 220 - "Office Management" - J. MacDonald

selection by forming an opinion of their friends' probable
fitness for a position. They have he faith in the employees
unwillingness to suggest undesirable applicants. They feel,
too, that if such candidates a e employed) their friends will
assist them in becoming loyal workers for the company. A
few firms offer rewards, some of tbem in the form of money,
to present employees who succeed in bringing into the firm
capable, responsible workers*
It must be admitted that t; is opinion has its merits*
Undoubtedly, a trustworthy employee will take pride in rec-
commending someone wno he knows will fit into the office
environ lent, do good work, and become another loyal employee.
On the other hand, there are companies who make it a
hard and fast rule never to employ anyone who is related to
th se already e ployed , or to employ anyone recommenced by
present employe. s. The reasons for t is opinion are obvious.
It is felt tiiat emplo2/ees will be over-zealous to ^laee their
friends, regardl ss of t: eir ability.
Lb a source of supply for the employment manager, rec-
ommence at ions of employees may be depended upon for positions
of a higher type-c ief stenographer, secretary, accountant,
or for positions p.f a semi-executive nature.
Unsolicited Letter of Application anc Voluntary Applicants
Some firms make a collection of letters received un-
solicited, asking for employment, reeling that people who
write such letters must have a desire to work for taat com-
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any, and, granted that they will be able to do the work
satisfactorily, will make worthy additions to the organiza-
tion's ranks.
Voluntary applicants should be received courteously,
and given a brief interview, even though there be no vacancy.
Later it may be desirable to write to these applicants, ask-
ing them to call for an interview, when an opening occurs.
Advertising
Advertising in the "Help Wanted" columns of the daily
newspaper is a source of finding new new employees. It is
not a very satisfactory means, however. In the first place,
if the company inserts its name, it will draw a great number
of applicants who will swamp the office and make any satis-
factory interview impossible. On the other hand, many com-
panies believe that the insertion of their name draws a
higher type of applicant, and increases the worth of the
position in the eyes of the candidate.
"Blind" advertisements, calling for a letter, followed
by an interview are good. In every case, the "help wanted"
advertisement should be carefully worded, stating definitely
the salary, necessary qualifications, and method of reply,
so as not to mislead applicants.
In all cases, it is best for the company to insert its
own advertisement, rather than to make use of the "positions
wanted" column. The latter should be an almost negligible
factor among the sources of supply.
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The type of paper used should be carefully considered.
If a high class of employee is des Ted, such as a supervisor,
secretary or foreign correspondent, the city's best newspaper
should be utilized. If it is desired to reach a great many
applicants, one of the more popular newspapers may be used.
In general, few personnel directors report that they
make use o r the newspaper as a source of supply for office
workers. It should be ke r t in mind, however, that conditions
governing the hiring of factory workers is very different,
and this attitude of most employment heads should not be
regarded as general disapproval of the newspaper advertise-
ment as a source of supply.
Advertising will undoubtedly prove satisfactory when
many employees are needed, for either temporary or permanent
work; where the work tc be done is of a type that the aver-
age office worker could do satisfactorily; or where there is
a rush to complete some work.
Employment of Married versus Single Employee s
As regards male office employees, the concensus of
opinion is that the married man is likely to be more con-
scientious than the single man.
A married woman may be more seriously inclined. She
has serious intentions, evidently, or else she would not be
working j However, she feels that her first responsibility
is to her home, and this fact may draw her attention away
from her office tasks. Again, the married woman who does
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not have to work may become over- independent , and cause ill-
feeling in the office.
The single girl should be best adapted, having fewer out
side responsibilities. On the whole, employment managers
make it a rule to give single girls the preference, upon
application
•
THE INTERVIEW
The interview should be much more than a mere " sizing
-
up" of the applicant. Although interviews may range from
very brief to long, the procedure should be practically the
same in each case.
The interview is an exchange of thought between appli-
cant and employer.
At first, the interviewer must put the applicant at his
ease. This -ay be brought about by the interviewer's bring-
ing up some subject upon which both can talk for a few min-
utes, thus lessening the restraint. If the applicant must
wait to be interviewed, bulletins and pamphlets descriptive
of the company's activities should be left within easy reach
of the prospective employee.
The manner of the employment manager should not suggest
criticism, nor give the candidate the impression that he is
being given a "third degree." The attitude of the interview-
er should be cordial. He should, of course, give the cand-
idate a complete hearing and let the latter talk as much as
he cares to, the interviewer noting such facts as manner of
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speaking; amount of prompting necessary; excessive servility
or modesty; or the opposite, excessive exaggeration.
The interviewer should get, in the first interview, a
general mental and moral rating for the applicant. He should
make notes regarding dress, general appearance, and attitude.
If the interview is but a preliminary one, a few carefully
chosen questions as to the applicants' technical ability will
suffice
.
A sample set of questions for the use of the interviewer
in hiring employees follows:
1, Is he the best that can be employed?
2, Has he the necessary ability, character, personality,
'deals, and health?
3, Can he develop to a better position?
4, Is he the type of man (or woman) we wish to work for this
firm?
5, Will he "fit in" to the office environment--that is, will
he be congenial?
Also, the Interview check sheet may be used, on which the
inter-viewer rates the candidate on such points as the follow-
ing:
Excellent Good Fair Poor
Personal Appearance
Health
Experience
Personality
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Intelligence
Congeniality
Education
Probable success
References
The tendency nowadays, in companies with the most effic-
ient employment organizations, is to ignore letters of recom-
mendation, Soue companies are willing to consider them, if
they are limited to business letters from previous employers.
Even the latter are not reliable, because the previous em-
ployer may not have accurate information on the accomplish-
ment of the worker; because he may have wished to temper
justice with mercy in discharging an employee, and so gave
him a letter of recommendation. No employer cares to be
the cause of a previous employee's failure to obtain another
position. For the same reason, too, many organizations
refuse to give letters of recommendation, but will give
accurate information if requested by a prospective employer
personally, and not by telephone or letter.
The number of letters a candidate presents for reference
is no" index to his ability, because some persons habitually
collect such letters, feeling that there is value in number.
Information concerning their previous employees should
be obtained directly, from a visit to the employer in question.
The type of information required is as follows:
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1 # Length of service with that company,
2. Capacity in which employee served.
3. Their opinion of his services.
4. Reason for leaving.
5. Was employee discharged? If so, reason.
6. Could employee be recommended for a position of trust?
7. Would the co any reemploy him?
The Application Blank
The content of the Application blank may vary from the
most simple of facts to a very complex form. Samples of
these forms are shown on the following pages
.
The Application blank supplements the interview. The
applicant should be told to answer questions clearly and
completely. The manner in which he answers the questions
on the blank gives light to many facts regarding his char-
acter. Questions omitted purposely reveal much concerning
his ability and integrity. The detail and care with which
he fills out the blank gives valuable information as to his
reatness, accuracy, exactness and ability to express himself
well. Historical and educational informati- together with
record of previous employment give assistance to the employ-
ment manager in determining amount of the candidate's ex-
perience •
The construction of an application blank for any com-
pany should take considerable time, in order that it may
contain only what is essential, and not irrelevant informa-
P.78 - Scott, Clothier and Llathewson "Personnel Management"
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\
tion. In general, it should cover everything except detailed
facts which can be learned only in the interview.
After some exoerience with th application bl^nk as
first constructed, it may be found necessary to modify it.
Aside from the practical and historical information,
some application forms furnish space for the interviewer's
rating scale as to applicant's neatness, appearance, speech,
quickness to understand, courtesy, friendliness, and physical
qualities. Such a scale cannot be accurate, because the
interviewer has not seen the applicant before and can measure
only apparent traits.
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Form of A Brief Type of
Application Blank
Name
Address
Sex Married
Date of Birth Place of Eirth
Height Speak English?
Weight Class
Physical Examination
Naturalized When
Where Naturalized
How Long, in U.S.
Last Place of Employment
Previously Employed By This Co. When
Start Work
Dept
.
Foreman
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Name (Mis s or Mrs . ) Surname first " Date
Home Address 1 Phone "No "(Home or Public)
Age Nat lona lltj Relig ion
Education
Stenographer? Typist? If so; what machines? Bookkeeper?'
Kind of work" wanted Medium rate :°or start
Exnerieric'e
If employed now, where and reason for changing
Hearth Willing to take temporary work? To go out of city
Live at home? " ' References
State if acquainted with anybody in R & S Corp.
Signature of applicant
'
Remarks (for use of R. & S. Corp*
)
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APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT
This application is not only a factor in considering you for
employment but is also kept as a permanent record of you if
employed. Please fill it out with this point in mind.
Personal Information
Date
Name (in full) Phone Wo
Address
Where born? Date of birth .Age
Height Weight
Are you a citizen? If not, have you first pap.
Married, single ,widowed, divorced?
How long married? '
No. of children? Full name of wife
Father 1 s name? .Occupation Nation. . . .
Mother's name Nationality
What pe.sons are regularly dependent on you "or support....
Health
Have you any physical disabilities or pecularities restrict
ing your assignment to certain types of work?
What is your present condition of health?... .,
Personal Interests
What intellectual avocations or recreations do you regular-
ly engage in?
What physical or mechanical avocations or recreations do
you regularly engage in?
What athletic, social, or professional organizations do :;ou
belong to?....... •
What other interests have you which are not covered by
these questions ?.......

-
—
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
Name H or F Address Occupation
Age Weight Height I.:, V; or S Color C smplexlon
Birth olace
( Full Inspiration in.
Chest Measurement :
( Full Expiration in.
General Development Posture Skin
V/aist Measurement De^t. Fact No.
Hair new rehire ore sent
Teeth
6765432112345678
87654321123456-8 vision right eye left eye
I.iouth Gums Hearing right ear left ear
Nose Throat Tons ils Color Vision
Heart Pulse Rate ^lood Pressure Systolic
Abdomen
Inguinal Rings Kr.ee jerks
Upper Extremities Back Lower Extremities
f Color Albumin
Tl-plne (
Vaccinated
r Specific Gravity Sugar Typhoid vaccine
Family History
Past History
Previous employment
Operations In juries
Fainting Spells Dizziness Epilepsy
Comments
Date examined Examined by M.D.
Lungs
Genitalia
Note: This examination is given to both factory and office
employees
•
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PhYSICAL EXAMINATION
Date
Name
M
.3 Male
V/ female
Ch
New
Re -hire
Present
vrs mo
Birthplace
*' M.
Occupation Dept No Age .... Nt . .Ht
General appearance : •
Deformity
,L.
20 20
Eyes ;Snellens R L...; Disease of R
Glasses ( correct
•
( not correct
Ears; Ignerol R.....L fiisease of R L
Nose .Throat Tonsils
Teeth--upoer lower Gums--uper lower
Glands Thyroid .Pulse
Lungs Heart
,. .....
.
Abdomen .Herna Genitals Skin
. .
Upper Extremities.... Lower Extremities "^Feet . .
Urinalysis; Sp-Gr .Reaction Alb. . . .Sugar.
Comments andre commendations
Classification
.
Applicant considers health:
Pain
Swelling
Catarrh
Cough
. •
Bronchial trouble .........
Dyspnoea
Palpitation
Fatigue
Loss of Appetite
Fainting
Dizziness
Nervous Symptons
Fits
Indigestion
Constipation
Dd arrhoea
Leucorrhoea . .
.
Dysmenorrhoea
Irregular it i :
s
Venereal ......

TESTING
The Physical Examination
Whereas, in former years, the physical examination was
required only in the field of factory operations, it has
been rapidly adoptee by personnel heads as a v: tal element
in determining the fitness of a candidate for an office
position,, Particularly in the case of large offices, where
there is considerable strain expended in the performance of
the office tasks, is the physical examination a requisite.
Any occupation, even though light, makes definite demands
on the nervous system of the employee, and on h's physical
constitution. The physical examination is beneficial both
to the employer and the employee.
The scope of such an examination may vary from an oral
questioning of the candidate as to his general health to a
regulation physical examination by a physician.
The kind of examination given should depend upon the
defects and hazards found in the office work of that company.
Unfit workers can thus be eliminated, and the organization
protected through the examination against loss from employees
absence and illness. Such an examination would at least
include examination of the heart and lungs, and would as-
certain such physical defects as enlarged glands, var'cose
veins, deafness, defective vision and bad teeth.
The Guaranty Trust Company of New York, the Goodyear
Tire and Rubber Company, most of the various Edison plants,
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and a majority of the large manufacturing organizations re-
quire a physical examination at time of entrance into employ-
ment, followed "oy periodic examination either semi-annually,
or annually. There are still many companies who make the
physical examination compulsory with the fectory employees,
but optional with the office employees.
lets of specific abili ty
The practical test is the commonest of all tests given
to office workers. It involves doing a sample of the work
which the emplo3ree will actually be required to do in the
performance of his d tties.
Later, it will be shown that such tests ar. not the
criterion upon which the employee is employed or rejected,
but the tests have considerable lerit nevertheless, as an
indie tion of the ability of the worker to carry out his
duties efficiently*
Some of the tests commonly given to test office wo: kers
are as follows;
1 yjpjUa t
1. A rough draft to be copied directly.
2. A sheet of tabulated figures to be copied.
3. A speed test.
4. A list of questions on the ©are .of the
typewriter
.
5. A letter to be copied.

-
-
Rated for accuracy, nectness of arrangement,
and time*
.enographer
1. A letter to be dictated and transcribed, at
.two or more rate.- of sneed.
Such a test involves li necessary points, such as;
(a) General--spelling, grammar, punctuation, etc.
(b) Special—abilit to write notes well, at a
fairly rapid rate of spe,.c; to transciibe
notes correctly; and to present accurate
and nest leters.
Clsrk
1. Spelling test and definitions of a list of
words read to the applicant.
2. heading test—applicant given an article to
resd, timed while reading it, and asked to
write an analysis of the article.
3. Arit,_uietic test--fundamental processes of
addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division.
4. Copying test—applicant required to copy form
on blank attached, exactly as written.
(Such a test gives enlightening information
as to handvtri ting
,
accuracy and orderliness).
5. List of questions in regard to general of, ice
routine
.

Bookkeeper
1. Entries to be journalized.
Si Journal to be posted.
'o. Trial balance of books presented.
4. Theoretical Questions.
I
_I_
o ..... bant
1. Recent Profit and Loss Statement together
with the Balance Siieet of the firm to be
analyzed and interpreter.
2. Questions as to cons ruction of various
accounts
.
3. Questions as to treatment of extraordinary-
accounting problems v;her. they • rise.
..:ac;.i-
:
e Operators
1. Practical test to be performed on the machine
in que tion.
(a) Adding machine.
(b) Bookkeeping machine.
(c) Monroe calculator.
(d) Mimeograph.
(e) Llultigraph and otiier duplicati. g machines.
(f) Ediphones.
(g) Dictaphones.
(h) .-.ceres si.: •; —a chines.

Oral Tests
These tests ar freq ently given to candidates for office
positions, Heedless to ^ay, they are the least efficient of
all types of tests, and when employed should he valued only
as giving a very general ide; . as to tie employee's fitness
for the position.
The oral test consist of a number of questions relative
to the performance of the duties required in the position for
which the person is to he employed.
There are as yet few oral tests hich .aim to bring out
one-word answers. Those that have been prepared re of con-
siderable orth. However, most of the questions asked, in-
volving, as they do, technical matters, require long and
amb:g oua answers. Such responses are very difficult to
correct.
-When oral tests are employed, the person who gives them
should be carefully chosen. Each question should be directed
in such a manner that no s :ecial work or phrase will be
stressed; otherwise, an unconscious help in the response will
be given.
A second ty^e of the oral test is the performance test,
in which the candidate for the position is required to per-
form the work of the nosition for which he is applying. This
test is widely used in the employing of typists, stenographers,
office machine operators, card punchers, clerks, draughtsmen,
etc. Some of them have been discussed on pages 31, 32, and
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and 35 under the herding "Practical Tests".
Picture Tests
Picture tests are rarely used in the selection of office
workers, largely because no very practical ones have as yet
been devised.
Psycho logical Tests
These tests were designed with intent to show whether
or not the applicant was mentally fitted for the work for
which he or she apnlied. They measure native ability and
intelligence
•
Many of them are modifications of tests which were used
during the World War. They test what has been called "gen-
eral intelligence", but, should be called a better term,
"mental alertness", which is but one quality of mind.
Tests of mental alertness may be the greatest assistance
yet devised in helping the employment manager to choose
capable workers and avoid the unfit. They produce excellent
results, but they must be placed in the hands of capable
men and women.
A novice can do more harm than good in the face of too
much enthusiasm, in attempting to give such a test.
The Mental Alertness Test should not be used solely
on its own merit as a guide to correct selection, but should
be given a weight of a certain number of points in compari-
son with other factors in selection, namely, the Interview,
the physical examination, interview with supervision and

references
.
A set of such tests must be carefully planned, standard-
ized and applied be^re they can prove of any value.
The method of rating must be constant --so that different
raters will give the candidate the same value on each portion
of the test, each time it is applied.
Test a to Measure Special Qualities of the M ind
Imagination
•
1. Cand"dite is asked to describe the trenches.
2. Write a paragraph for the "Youth's Companion"
to arouse a boy's interest in Ingersoll watches.
Re a s on_ing_ •
1. Candidate reads series of statements. A olus
mark is to be placed before a sound statement,
and a m5nus mark before an unsound one.
2. Test in arithmetic. "Add columns vertically
and horizontally."
C_once_n_trat i_on
.
1. Candidate is given test on which appears a series
of letters, placed very close to each other.
Candidate is required to cross out a certain
letter each time it is seen.
Memory
.
1. Candidate is given a paragraph to read, and is
then required to write a synopsis of the art'cle
as recalled.

There are many more traits of mind that may be measured
by means of these tests, such as mathematical speid, dicision
of thought, nimbleness of mind, speed of mental reactions,
perceptibility , etc.
Character Analysis Tests
These tests present an intricate problem. As yet little
has been done to make them applicable to office work.
The Special Attitude Test,
The test used in offices today which is most similar
to the Special Attitudes test is the test of Mental Alert-
ness. The latter is a modification of the former. Little
research has been accomplished in this field to make it
available for use in the selection of office employees.
As yet, most personnel managers make use o~ them as
one factor in a sorting out process, the object of which
is to eliminate unfit candidates.
The Role of Psychiatrist
The psychiatrist can be of more help than anyone else
in the personnel department in eliminating the undesirable
worker, and in straightening out difficulties which make
an otherwise desirable and efficient employee a temporary
problem to his department.
For instance, there may be a bookkeeper in the organ-
ization whose past work has demonstrated his worth to the
firm. Suddenly his output slacks and his attitude toward
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his work, his fellow employees, and the firm changes* Be-
fore such a worker is either transferred or discharged,
it is only fair that the personnel department make some
attempt to find the reason for the change in attitude and
work output of this worker. Here the value of a company
psychiatrist is evident. A confidential talk between the
two, with questions from the psychiatrist aimed to draw out
the individual, will often bring to light the cause of the
bookkeeper's slump in the work and his changed outlook.
It may be that he has home troubles; that he is ill; or that
he has had a dispute with a superior, a matter entirely :"or-
gotten by the latter, but kept smouldering in the bookkeeper
until it assumed an importance far beyond its worth* Some
kindly advice from the psychiatrist will undoubtedly help
to Improve the employee's mental attitude, even though it
may not be able to remove the so rce of the difficulty.
Proficiency Test
s
--Capacity Tests
These aim to test proficiency in certain lines, such
as stenography, typewriting, bookkeeping, and other office
duties
.
Capacity tests include tests of general adaptability
and special tests.
Job Standardization
Before any of the above mentioned tests can be given,
a study of the qualifications needed for the carrying out

IT
Job Name
Dities of this jot) are
Job So.
The necessary anployea
qualifications to fill this
jot) are:

Job Name
De pa^tmen
t
"Desirable Employee's Qua!ifioationa
Kale Female English Schooling
High Pablio Technical
Universit y
Nature and Conditions of "fork
Rate Data
Day '.York
,
, . , ,
Piece 'York
_
Starting Rate
_____
Base Rate
Overtime Bonus or Premium

of the duties of each position must be made. Then a detail-
ed study of the duties themselves under actual working con-
ditions in order to properly classify each office position
and analyze its operations.
These two factors must he definitely under control,
before any work is begun on the cons ruction and standard-
isation of a test.
Tests which call for specific tasks are not very diffi-
cult of adaptation, but tests which aim to measure intang-
ible traits such as accuracy, memory, speed and judgment are
far more difficult to formulate. In the former tests, the
emolo.ee' s existing knowledge is being determined, wh?reas,
in the latter, the potential ability of an untrained person
is heing predicted.
It is essential to find the best method of measuring
and evaluating the relative efficiency of each employee
engaged in a particular task. To obtain this information,
production records, employee record cards and other rating
cards may be used.
Difference in Correlation between Test Scores and Criterion
The criterion should be made up of the factors contri-
buting most to the employer's satisfaction or dissatisfaction
with the way in which the duties are per ormed. The question
is: "What factors shall be included in tbe criterion?"
In the case of finding a criterion for a stenographer's
P. 722 - "Office Employment Tests" - T Rourke.

duties, It must be remembered that the title "stenograrr.er"
does not indicate that every girl £-iven that title oerfcras
identical work.
For one grouo, the criterion nay be a simple one, that
of being able to take dictation and transcribe correctly,
because the duties of that position call for nothing rore
than the ability to do these two things well.
For a second ^rioup, the criterion might be the ability
to use judgment to a highly successful iegree, since the
duties of that position call not only for tre ability to
take dictation and transcribe correctly, but ability to
meet callers, handle inquiries and complaints, eor.pose re-
ports, answer letters and in general rerform secretarial
duties
.
In the second grour, there are more factors to be
weighed in determining the relative value of each factor,
whereas in the former group, two factors compose the crit-
erion, namely dictation ability and tyring ability.
The significance of test scores varies greatly when
these scores are comrared with different factors in the
criterion. If the criterion is based on actual production
records, the correlation will be higher than it will be
if irtangibles are measured.
The criterion rust be used in determining the type of
test to be given and the measure of value of each. If,
when the oosition is analvzed, it is found that accuracy.
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memory, adaptation to new situations, etc., are requisites
of the position, they should have a relative value as part
of the criterion, and the test should include a section or
sections to measure these qualities.
This is one of the reasons why proficiency tests have
not demonstrated their worth in determining what makes a
good stenographer, tynist or bookkeeper. Some employees
rate highly on such a test, but fail on the actual work
of the position, when there is occasion for the possession
and use of tact, reasoning, judgment, etc.
Likewise, a test of mental alertness alone is not an
indication of the probable success of a young man or woman
in an office position. There will be little or no correla-
tion between the results of a test on the worker's mental
alertness and his success in a merely routine -position.
It follows then, that the ideal test should include
both a test designed to measure existing knowledge, together
with one which covers general intelligence, ability, etc.
It will then be found that the correlation will be actually
higher
•
Relation between Speed and Accuracy
The old fallacy about the slow workers being the best
is proved by a test on clerical work given to 500 clerical
workers. The following graph shows the accuracy of the
125 most racid workers as compared with that of the 125
slowest workers.

80%
Accurate 38%
20%
Inaccurate 62%
Slow Rapid
Workers Workers
. 803 - "Office Enploynent Tests C'Rourke.

The Rating Scale
There are certain personal qualities, possession of
which makes a prospective employee far ore desirable for
the position in question, which cannot be measured by any
standardized test. Such qualities are manner, appearance,
tact, courtesy, cooperation, judgment, and the like.
The rating scale has been devised to measure these
qualities
.
The rating scale is one of the most difficult of psycho-
logical scales to plot. In the first place, the judgment
of various superiors as to desirable qualities varies.
What one employer would value highly, another might place in
a much lower position. Again, it is not easy to express
oneself concretely, in rating a worker on his possession or
lack of an abstract quality. Too, it is difficult to think
of one abstract quality without including with it what are
really separate traits, to be themselves measured as units.
When, in spite of these obstacles, a rating scale has
been prepared, it should not be taken as infallible judgment
of the worker.
Personal likes and prejudices Mas the superior's
judgment in marking traits; the rater, because he rates A
superior in one trait, may as a. matter of course rate him
superior in several others which have no bearing on the first

one rater may have in mind a very definite idea of the
meaning of an abstract quality, such as "quickness of
understanding", while another rater may have a very def-
inite idea, also, but far removed from that of the previous
oerson. All such factors should be considered.
The rat in-" scales should be used periodically, if used
at all, in order that i-norovement and other changes in
employee qualities may be marked and credited on his record
card. One rating should never be taken to mean a nermanent
record
.
Several raters should be selected, and each should be
unaware of what the other expressed for an opinion of the
possession of each quality on the rating card. In some
large organizations, the supervisors themselves are rated,
and these ratings are compared with tho^e which the
supervisors give the employees. In sons cases, deductions
are made from the supervisor's judgment of the emoloyee,
because of lack of certain qualities in his own personality
as s' own on his own rating scale.
The scale should be as practical as possible, so that
a worker may be rated in the ;ame way by several rates and
receive so far as is possible an impartial judgment.
Vague words or phrases to indicate qualities, such as
"Excellent, good, fair, noor" should be avoided. A single
word to express possession of a quality, such as "hon- sty",
"initiative" s"- ould not be used. A phrase or sentence sho'i

be given to indicate definitely what quality means.
Attached is the rating scale of a large manufacturing
company near Boston. It is one of the best forms used,
since the rater can show his judgment cf the emplo2ree'
s
possession of a particular quality by placing a mark at a
point on a line, one end of Whi ch' represents high possession
of the quality and the other end of which represents low
or lew. Phrases such ^s "Rarely at fault", "Good", and
"Tec often at fault", in indicating the amount of judgment
an onployee oossesses may be used along the line of marking
to indicate exact step between highest and lowest ocint cf
possession of the quality "being rated.

Dept
EMPLOYEE'S RATING - A-B
Instructions for Using this Sheet
The different qualities to be considered in the rating are described at the left of the page. To the right you will
find a scale for measuring each quality. Make a check mark at the point above the line that seems to you to
measure most nearly the person you are rating. If you desiie to modify any measure, write your statement in
the space above the line or at the end of the sheet. Don't be afraid to say so if you cannot rate him on some items.
Read all the items on each scale before you make a check on the scale. You must be familiar with the whole scale
before you can give an accurate description.
If you are rating more than one person at this time, rate all of them for the first quality, then all for the second,
and so on. You will find this both quicker and more accurate.
NOTE: It is not necessary to make your check marks directly over a descriptive term; mark any place along the line that
seems to qualify best your rating for each characteristic.
PERSONALITY Scale Value
a. Consider the effect on others of
personal appearance, and manner. Sought
by others
Well liked
by others
Unnoticed
by others
Tolerated
by others
Avoided
by others
b. Consider his attitude toward
cooperating with others and his suc-
cess in winning the cooperation of
his associates
Remarkable
cooperation
Above
average
Fair
cooperation
Some
friction
Entire lack
of cooperation
c. Consider his willingness to ac-
cept suggestions or new ideas. Invites and
develops
Usually
considers
Sufficiently
open-minded
Not very
receptive
Resents
suggestions
suggestions suggestions
CAPABILITY
d. Consider his ability to go ahead
with a job without being told every
detail, and to use or develop new
Highest
aptitude and
Moderately
resourceful
Only enough
for this
Limited to
routine work
Meeds constant
direction
methods or ideas. resourcefulness job
e. Consider his ability to form
sound judgments on the details of
his work, materials, workmanship
Rarely at
fault
Good Average Too often
at fault
Very
unreliable
or ideas.
/. Consider the degree to which he
can be relied upon to carry on his
work without constant checking up.
Highly
dependable
Usually
dependable
Enough Needs frequent
for job watching
Usually
unreliable
g. Consider how he gets things
started and carried through to a
finish.
Initiates
and finishes
Initiates
work beyond
Does routine
work of
Needs
occasional
Needs much
prodding in
IIlUWl Uc>l_MlLl
rou tine
requirements
of job
own
accord
prodding nAinrj nQiml
assignments
A. Consider his willingness and
ability to give regular and punctual
attendance.
Perfect
attendance
Few inexcusable
absences or
Barely
satisfactory
Frequently
absent or
Useless
tardinesses tardy
PERFORMANCE
i. Consider the amount of useful
knowledge he has of the essentials of
his job and of other jobs related to
it, and the willingness and ability
he shows to acquire more.
Very broad
and exact
Well
informed
Fair working
knowledge
Limited Superficial
j Consider the standard of quality
and accuracy maintained in his
work.
Unusually
high
High Satisfactory Somewhat
careless
Unsatisfactory
^. Consider the quantity of satis-
factory work which he finishes. Initiates
and finishes
Does
work beyond
Does routine
work of
Needs
occasional
Needs much
prodding in
much beyond
routine
requirements
of job
own
accord
prodding doing usual
assignments
/. Finally, on the basis of this an-
alysis, estimate the value of this
employee in the job that he now
Will go Could Slightly
as high as handle above
Satisfactory Ill-placed Lacks
but worth many
Little
value
holds. opportunity a much this job
permits bigger job
trial elsewhere essentials
n. Consider his ability to organize
he work of his department, and to
delegate responsibility to insure
ligh accomplishment.
i. Consider his ability to develop
ubordinates by teaching them,
;reating interest, developing talent,
delegating responsibility, and cor-
ecting carelessness and mistakes.
-9. Consider his ability to run his
department economically and effi-
:iendy.
TEAM WORK
To Be Used Only When Person Rated Has Supervisory Duties
Scale Value
Very good
organizer
Above
average
Good enough
if helped
Needs much
help
Incompetent
Has developed
an exceptional
list of valuable
employees
Good in
developing
assistan ts
Fair when
helped
Indifferent to
subordinates
Discourages
progress
Uses every
chance to
make
improvement
Above
average
Only
seizes
manifest
opportunities
Somewhat
neglectful
Permits
much waste
of labor or
materials
First employed by H. R. Co., Inc
When did he enter his present position?
What is his present position?
Is he filling it satisfactorily?
Is there any other position for which you think he is better fitted?
Is he mentally and physically qualified to fill a more important position? .
Rater's Signature Date
SUMMARY
Personality
Capability
Performance
Team Work
Total

Intelligence Level cf Office \7crkers
.
On Army intelligence tests, the filing clerk is rated
as Cf, the general clerk as Cf, the bookkeeper hs Cf, and
Accountant as B, on a pcale of which a sample follows:
A - 260-311.
B - 240-259
cf- 215-239
C - 190-214
C 150-139.
D - 90-149
D- - O-89
Intelligence L imits for Various ccupations
Intelligence Score Average Occupation
Group
A 137 Accountant
B ITo office workers in this ^rcun
Cf 103 Rten. & Typist
101 Bookkeeper
96 Office Clerk
The primary purpose cf this intelligence tests in many
fields is that it serves as a guide in the selection of the
kind of work most applicable for the individual, upon deter-
mining his I. Q,.
"Intelligence Testing - intner, Rudolph
t
SET #1.
1) A sheet metal worker cuts as -any diamond shaped pieces as
possible out of a sheet of copper 20 x 20 inches. The extreme
length of the pattern is 10" end the width is 5" from point to
point. How many square inches of waste left.
2) Divide 87949309 by 987406
3) Write words that fit the words in this column, for instance,
drink - water, ask - questions, etc.
scold -
win
answer
-
weave -
wink
mend
4) Add 17 to each of these numbers, write answers beside number.
29
18
60
64
49
62
5) a) What number minus 16 equals 20.
b) A man spent 2/3 of is money and had v8.00 left, how much
had he at first.
6) Do what it says to do as quickly as you ean, but be c reful
to do just what it says.
With your pencil make a dot over any one of these letters,
F. G. E. J. and a comma after the longest of these three
words, boy - mother - girl.
Then if Christmas comes in March, make a cross here but
if not pass along to next question and tell where sun rises
If you believe that Edison discovered America cross out
what you just wrote but if it was someone else, out in a
number to com ;lete this sentence: - A horse has feet.
7) If all the odd numbered letters of the alphabet were crossed
out what would be the tenth letter not crossed out. Print
it, do not mark the alphabet.
ABCDEFGrllJKL L K P C R S T
U V W X Y Z
8) a- At 150 a yard how much will 7 T of cloth cost?

Set 1 continued
b- A man bought land at ^100, sold it for $120, gaining
v5. an acre, hov, raanj acres were there.
9) 7,'rite words that tell what sort of a thing each thing named
is, for instance: Lily - flower:
quinine
beef
canoe
banana
Atlantic -
Alps
10) Add 5 mills 42 cents and $3 to one hundred and ninety-four
dollars sixty-three and one-half cents.
Note: The Hood Rubber Cormany uses this set of tests, in
conjunction with the Performance Test, Rating Scale
and Employee Record.

SET #2
A shipping clerk finds that his force is packing only 2
cars £. day and making $6 thereby he offers them a bonus
of |l for every car they can pack above their former rec-
ord. They make $9. a day under the nev: incentive. What
is the total number of cars they ps ck.
If 3 1/3 acres of land are worth ^450. 00, what is 2/15
of an acre worth?
Write w.rds that fit the words in this column, for instance
up-dov/n :
far
smooth -
early
dead
whi te
long
Add 17 to each of these numbers, place answers beside num-
ber :
57
68
75
53
67
10
a - .t 15# a yard how much will 7' of cloth cost?
b - A man bought land for |l00, sold it for -,.120, gained
$5. an acre, how many acres were there?
If all the odd numbered letters of the alphabet were cross-
ed out what would be the 10th letter not crossed out,
print it, do not mark the alphabet.
A B C D E F G H I J K L U N P R S T U V W X Y Z
Add 5 mills 42 cents and $3, to one hundred and ninety-
four dollars sixty three and one-half cents.
a - What number minus 16 = 20?
b - A man spent 2/3 of his money and had $8. left, how much
had he at first?
Write opoosites for this column ts shown:
Bravery - Cowardice
Forcible*
Exciting-
Clumsy
Useless -
After
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Set #2 continued.
10) Write in each line a fourth word '.hat fits the third word
in that line that way that the second \vord fits the first,
for instance: color - red - name - John.
eye - see - ear -
hour - inute - minute -
straw - hat - leather -
dog - puppy - cat -
wash - face - sweep -
bird - sings - dog -
hammer - tool - dictionary -
fire - burns - soldiers -
little - less - much -
sky - blue - grass -

SET #3
An efficiency expert takes the time of a workman. He finds
that 2 hours are spent in setting up his machime with 1/2
lost motion. Eight hours are spent in producing eight
pieces with 1/4 lost motion. Provided these observations
are correct how many pieces should he produce in a 10 hour
day with lost motion eliminated?
Multiply
j
36042 by 96 8.756 by 10 356.4 by 100
743 by 3500 84693 by 480000 5723 by 2004
177 2/3 by 3 5/7 by 3/4 17.57 by 4008
•"rite words that tell what sort of a thing each thing
named is, for instance: Lily - flower.
quinine
beef
canoe
banana
Atlantic
Alps
Add 17 to each of these numbers placing answer beside
number
:
61
71
33
38
28
65
a- If 3/4 of a gallon of oil cost 9 cents, what will 7
gallons cost?
b- Write opposites for his column for instance:
forcible - weak
straight
to hold
after
to float -
fought - non-combatant
to bless - to curse
Divide 87949309 by 987406

Set #3 continued -2-
7) Write ; es or no if Africa is in China or not and then give
a wrong answer to this question, how many days are there
in this week • Write any letter except g after
this comma, and then write no more if two times five are
ten. Now if Tuesday came after Monday, make
two crosses here but if not, make a circle here
or else a square here • Be sure to make three crosses
between these two names of boys George Henry,
8) a- What number minus 16 equals 20
b- A man bought land for $100, sold it for $120, gaining
$>5. an acre, how many acres were there?
9) A mail order house finds it costs them to deliver a certain
package as follows:
Maine - 25 cents
Conn, - 20 it
Perm, - 30 ii
Va. - 35 it
Ohio - 40 ti
They send a package to Harrisburg, one to Cleveland and
one to New Haven, what was cost of delivery?
10) If all the odd numbered letters of the alphabet were
crossed out what would be the 10th letter not crossed out,
print it, do not mark it:
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

A study of the intelligence of 133 clerical workers showed
a correlation between intelligence and difficulty of the job
at + .22. 2-| years later the correlation was + .41 for those
still at work. Those scoring low had left, but those with
the high scores had also left the lower grade jobs.
File Clerk's Test.
A set of tests which actually predict with great accuracy
the success or failure of even an inexperienced worker as a
file clerk:
Page 1. Information - education - training - personal inform.
2. Given pairs of names and numbers, some different, some
alike; one symbol written after alike; another after different.
ilote
:
"Scott, Clothier & Mattherson" pp 237-244

1. Bender, J, M Bender, J, M»
2. Dredge, F. F.& Sons Dredge, F.F.& Sons
3. Johnson, W. R... Johnson, W. R.
4. Quinley, A. Ho Quinley, A. Mo.
430 430
5693 5693
38172 38172
78254 78254
Page III
A set of numbers and initials, one number accompanying
a certain group of initials. Ex:
1. A - C inc • 5. N - Q inc.
2. D - F inc • 6. R - inc •
3. G - K inc • 7. U - Z inc.
4. L - M inc.
Applicant is to place number appropriate to letter
before each name as follows:
..Baxter, J. H.
Goring, and Co
.
, ••••••••••••• .Alden Bros
•
.Republic Sign Company
Page IV
List of names to arrange alphabetically - in small groups
of 6 each. S. G-. Broadwell
R. A. Blythe
Busch & Sons
J. E. Calhoun
N. E. Burrows
Chapman Bros. Co.

Page V
List of names - clerk to write Figure 1 before lowest
number, 2 before next, etc.
( ) 7336
( ) 7735
( ) 7632
( ) 7700
( ) 7752
( ) 7738
Page VI
A group of sentences with five capitalized words
under each. Subject to line under the capitalized word
which describes the topic of the sentence.
Example
:
The process of making steel rails is carried on in
this plant.
ELECTRICITY MANUFACTURE FINANCE LAW MINING
Page VI
Several paragraphs of information to be read, follow-
ed by questions concerning the context of the paragraph.
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TRAINING
INTRODUCTION
Training as applied to office work is still in its early
stages. Such plans as were first formulated were borrowed
from data as it applied to the training of factory workers,
the field in which training was initiated.
More recently, however, training for office workers has
assumed an importance of its own, and under the guidance of
skilled educational psychologists and modern, efficient
methods of training, has brought out many facts of such in-
terest and value as to be adopted by the directors of manual
workers
•
The rapid increase in clerical workers, (in 1920 there
were 2,950,000 clerical workers in the United States); the
invention of labor saving devices; and the multiplication of
tasks to be performed in an office have made possible a def-
inite routine for many office positions. Thousands of office
workers now perform a repetitive task during the entire day,
thus making possible job standardization, and even a plan of
paying salaries on the piece method, an innovation in office
salary payment plans. All this, in turn, simplifies the pro-
cess of training clerks for definite positions.
Again, this standardization makes possible the definite
measurement of office output, a factor of only recent interest.
»
The increase in output has made possible the payment of higher
v/ages, and this, in turn again encourages training for the
P. 341 - "Office Management
rf.
Bills, Marion
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office worker, so that his output may increase and assist
him to secure a "better salary.
Training the worker lessens the cost of office turnover,
a troublesome problem for the executive. Because of the
higher scale of wages paid to office employees, an increase
in turnover means an increase in office expense.
This section attempts to further outline the advantages
of office training and to discuss the methods used today
which are practicable and readily adaptable to office condi-
tions. The types of training offered to employees by some
Of the larger manufacturing, public utility and financial
companies in this country are presented as examples of the
best kind of training suitable for office employees.
The Value of Training
The value of training is realized not only in its
immediate returns to the employer, but in its potential
value to him. Correct training will increase ambition,
strengthen character and instill good working habits into
the employees v/ho are being trained. Training in the duties
of one position has an added advantage in that it trains the
employee to seek and attain a higher position, for as he
masters the duties of one position, his ambition will urge
him to try for a better one.
Although definite plans of training have not been
adopted for office work to nearly the same extent that they
have been adopted for factory work, it has been stated that

no company, having installed a definite system of training
employees has ever given it up.
In the case of office work, the management has been
prone to place too great responsibility and dependence on
the previously acquired training of the clerk and his native
initiative. Employees are satisfied if the work produced is
satisfactory; otherwise there is no difference between the
trained and the untrained clerk.
Training for office employees is sure to become an estab-
lished practice. "It is estimated," reports the American
Management Association, "that American business through lack
of office training plans, houses have lost enough money to
defray the costs of the United States 1 participation in the
World War."
A clerk left to his own devices naturally finds the
easiest way of doing the work, and sooner or later will be
called to task by a superior for not doing careful work*
In the meanwhile, however, great damage may have been caused
by errors, business lost, material wasted and duplication of
effort.
The fact that the employee has worked faithfully for the
firm over a number of years is not enough. It is good business
to encourage mental development in the form of additional
training. The worker, no matter how carefully he appears to
be doing his work, w?*.ll fall into a rut unless he is con-
stantly improving.
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Again, training furnishes the means of promotion from
within the ranks. It is far more profitable for the firm to
fill higher positions from people in positions "below the
vacant one, because such employees are already familiar with
the policies and ideals of the company and are loyal workers.
Good-will on the part of the employees is as necessary as
good-will on the part of the organizations customers, and this
can be brought about only if the workers know that promotions
are available.
Aims of Training
1. To train the office employee to perform intelligently
the duties of his own position.
2. To insure the thorough understanding of all details
of his work.
3. To inform the worker of the relation of his duties to
others in the department, and in the company as a whole.
4. To lessen office turnover.
5. To increase output.
6. To increase general efficiency of operation in the
department, and in the organization.
7. To assist the employees to take over larger responsibili-
ties.
8. To raise the morale of office employees.
Scope of Office Training
There are three general kinds of training, from which
the personnel heads may select the type or types they prefer.
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1. Training the worker in the specific duties of his
position only, and in the general policies and rules
of the company.
2. Promotional training, which aims to train employees for
higher positions.
5. Training of a more general nature, given to supervisors
and executives only, including their ov/n fields of
activities as well as matters of a more general nature.
In choosing a course of training, several problems will
present themselves to the organizers of the training courses:
la Shall attendance be voluntary or compulsory--on com-
pany time or employee time? Usually, if voluntary, attendance
is on employee time, after working hours; if compulsory,
attendance is on company time, the most acceptable time being
the earlier working hours of the morning, or the last two
closing hours of the office a
2. Shall the course be gener.-l or specific?
For example, if a course is to be given in bookkeep-
ing, will it include all the bookkeepers of the company, and
deal in a general way with the accounting system as used by
the co '.-.Tpany, without dwelling on the content of each part of
the system? or
Will Voucher clerks be taken in one group, Billing
clerks in another, Ledger clerks in another, etc.?
3. Who will give the course? Will outside teachers be
employed, or shall the course be given by a company
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supervisor, or executive? There are varying opinions on this
subject, and the decision lies with the organizers of the
course. Teachers are chosen because of their ability to
present and teach the subject; frequently, however, they
knov; little or nothing about the definite problems of the
business, not being part of it, as are supervisors. On the
other hand, supervisors frequently lack the ability to teach,
although they may have a splendid mastery of the subject.
Employees are often antagonistic toward a supervisor v/ho
gives the course, but accept a teacher from outside the firm.
4. Extent to which the company can go in providing for
a training program? If the company is not large, it probably
cannot bear the expense of an intensive training plan for
office employees. Again, if the course desired to be given
is one which is being given successfully in a nearby univer-
sity or special business school, it may be more advantageous
for the company to make provision for the employees to take
the course in such an institution, the firm paying either
all or part of the tuition fee.
Old Ilethod of Training.
Although described in the caption above as the ,!old
method", the same practice is carried on today in many busi-
ness offices. It is really nothing more than a "breaking-in"
of the new worker.
A new employee is shown to his or her desk; a clerk
with more experience is requested to demonstrate what is to
be done, or possibly the supervisor herself demonstrates the
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work, and leaves any further instruction to a superior clerk.
Such instructions are usually given orally, and succeed only
in confusing the employee. She is then left to her own devices
to flounder miserably and feel extremely self-conscious in the
eyes of her fellow employees.
After some errors have been (and they are sure to be)
made, she is reprimanded, a procedure which makes matters worse
rather than better; if she makes too many mistakes, she is
discharged- -but is usually tolerated, a certain number of
errors being considered common and necessary to all beginners-
then she is considered a "trained" clerk.
The result is an employee, say a typist, who can perform
with only a fair degree of skill the duties of her position.
As she advances in experience, she will undoubtedly do better
work, but the cime taken before this better work is done will
be much longer in the case of the untrained clerk than in the
case of the scientifically trained worker.
General Steps in Training.
Although the steps in training vary for all tyt>es of
office workers according to the d ties of their positions,
and according to whether the worker has or has not had re-
vious experience, nevertheless, the following steps apply
to all type of training.
1. The actual work of the position should be carefully
explained, including the purpose, the relation of the opera-
P. 809-810 - "Office Employment Tests " - O'Rourke.
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tion to others, the relative importance of the various parts
of the work and how it is done,
2, The best arrangement of the work, work place and posi-
tion of materials should be explained and demonstrated.
3, The position should have be?n previously analyzed and
its specif" cations standardized, as already explained in
Section I, Selection., so that the best way of doing the work
has been discovered, and unnecessary fatigue is eliminated,
4, The correct sequence of motions in doing the work, at a
standard rate of speed,
5, Develop speed with accuracy, so that the worker may ac-
quire the habit of doing the work at the standard rate of
speed,
6, The worker should be taught where great accuracy is
required and whether or not there are parts of the work where
extreme accuracy is not necessary.
Training for the Beginner
.
Presuming that the company has no vestibule school, or
plan for pre-training the beginner at h* s desk presents a
relatively more simple plan than that of training the exper-
ienced worker, in spite of the opinion to the contrary. In
the case of the inexperienced worker, there are no previously
acquired bad working habits to be overcome.
The new workers should be first made familiar with the
history of the business in a general way; how it began; how
it has grown; the rules and policies of the company; the
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framework o the organization; its product, products or service
and the particular part he is to play in it. This will awaken
the interest of the new employee to "begin with, and will lessen
some of his natural nervousness at the thought of attacking a
new kind of work. He should be given an Office Manual and
told to study it outside of office hours; if such a book is
not available, he should be given a copy of printed rules and
asked to learn them. Departmental routine and the place his
department, division or section plays in the activities of the
rest of the company should be explained. If possible, a trip
through the plant is of great assistance, to office workers
especially, in order that they may realize in a general way
the essential operations in the making of the prodtict or the
rendering of the service. Many office workers perform the
duties of their tasks for many years w'thout ever having made
a visit to the company's factory. While such an inspection
does not actually increase his efficiency in the doing of his
particular tasks, it does add to the completeness of his train-
ing, and this is what we desire.
Next follows the requisite training for h^'s own routine.
First, the new worker should be introduced to h's fellow-em-
ployees. He should be treated courteously by the supervisor,
and thus put at his ease.
Careful, thorough instruction in the right method of doing
the work is now given. If the duties are varied, one task
should be taken at a time and explained slowly and completely.
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The supervisor, or, as may have been demonstrated to be a
better plan, the experienced worker, should now sit or stand
at the new employee's desk and actually carry out the opera-
tions of the work, again doing this slowly, all the while ex-
plaining each part of the work.
The employee should be encouraged to ask all questions
concerning parts of the work he does not understand.
The process, if difficult, should be repeated, in order
that any phase neglected by the beginner when the operation
was first carried out may now be observed.
If neces ary, questions may now be put to the new em-
ployee by his superior, of if thought unnecessary, the former
may be now asked to carry out the task himself, in the presence
of his superior.
After corrections and suggestions from the supervisor,
the new worker may now begin his work. It should not be
made too difficult at first; in the case of a typist, she
should not, of course, be given a long tabulated report to
type; the stenographer should not be sent at once to Mr. G,
who dictates far too rapidly for her acquired rate of speed;
the clerk should not be asked to send out lengthy statements
or bills, etc
.
An older employee should inspect the beginner's product
daily or twice a ciay during the first weeks of employment.
The supervisor will expect the beginner to make a few
errors. This is the opportunity for the person training the
beginner to point out the caTise of the errors, bring out some
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new, undiscovered point in the work, and thus build up the
new employee's knowledge and efficiency.
The new worker should be supervised often at first, with
widening intervals between supervision, as she grows in ex-
perience. After a week, the beginner should be given an oral
test by the supervisor to make sure that the work has been
thoroughly mastered ti us far. Here, too, is an opportunity
for the supervisor to ascertain any other extra-work diffi-
culties whic] the worker may have met--any difficulty exper-
ienced in making friends in the office—whether or not the
beginner likes the work—tinderstanding of the company rules,
etc» The human element should not be neglected by the super-
visor in her zeal to make sure that the employee can do the
work well.
As the employee gains in experience and dependability,
the type of work given her may be made more difficult and
may be increased.
Any further training should be provided for in the fol-
low-up record (wM.ch will be explained later) and in any
courses provided directly by the company, or through courses
in outside institutions which the com o any may encourage or
sponsor
.
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Training for the Experienced Worker.
Presuming, as in the case of the inexperienced office
worker, that the training is given at the dosk in the parti-
cular department, and not in centralized training department,
we may assume that there is some difference in the amount
of training necessary for the experienced worker, particularly
if the latter has come from a position in which he or she has
been doing essentially the same kind of work.
In the first place, there is an adjustment to be made
which was not needed in the case of training the beginner.
The experienced worker doubtless has already acquired his own
i eas of how to do the v/ork, and may find it difficult to
change his methods to comply with the new employer's require-
ments. First, the new employee must be told definitely that
the work is to be done in the' way set as a standard for that
company; instructed in the firm's method of doing it; and, if
necessary, must be shown the need for a revision of his ideas.
The instruction and initial training need not take as
long as in the training of the beginner, particularly if the
new employee was doing the same tyre of work in his previous
position. The instruct 'on, however, must be just as thorough*
As for the supervision, it should be quite a;; constant
during the first weeks of the employee's experience, as it was
for the beginner. Unless supervised, an experienced worker
is apt to fall into the way she did the v/ork, while working
for some other company. For example: A stenographer in her
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new duties may be given a very definite, but very different
set-up for a letter, than that with which she has been familiar.
She has already acquired the habit of placing dates at uoper
right, of sing commas in salutations, of indenting for para-
graphs, etc. Now she is told to place the date in center top,
under the engraving of the firm's name, to omit commas in
salutations, to use a "block" form for the body of the letter,
etc. Unless she continually observes her own work, and :-he
is not apt to do so, especially if very busy, many of the
letters she sends to department heads for signatures will be
incorrectly arranged, sent back to her, and must be re-written
with the consequent loss of time and output.
The human element in the training of the experienced new
employee is just as important, if not more so, than it was
with the beginner. The latter, being young, will more read-
ily make friends and will be proud to know people in the office.
The older worker, on the other hand, -nay have left an office
where he or she had many friends, and may feel particularly
isolated in the new surroundings. As part of the train" ng,
and in order to secure best results from the new employee,
he should be introduced to other employees and made welcome
to the f*rm.
Centralized Training
Centralization of training is advised for organizations.
In this way, all educational activities are brought under the
supervision of one person, in one department. In some com-
panies, theeducational work is in the hands of a committee.

A committee insures a variety of opinion as to the value and
efficiency of different methods of training, and avoids the
danger of the training work becoming too theoretical in the
hands of one dictatorial head.
If the company is small, it cannot afford class room
instruction or outside instructors, but his does not mean
that the training program will not be efficient* The person-
nel manager with the cooperation of the committee, if one is
used, may choose the best plan of training for his own firm.
All of the public utilities department stores and manu-
facturing companies which the writer has visited or to v/hich
the writer has written, have the-' r training department under
the general direction of the head of Personnel Relations,
In most com anies, training for new employees is on
company time, whereas training for older workers is on employ-
ee time, or part company and part employee time.
The Vestibule Method of Training
The vestibule method of training is the most expensive
one used and is not always practicable for the industry under-
takingtaking a training program.
The vestibulo method aims to give to the new emDloyee
the necessary training before he enters upon the actual office
work. The training is of necessity short, but is often con-
tinued during company time for several weeks or even months
i
after the employee has started to work, and while he is pro-
?. 341 - "Fundamentals of Office Management - Cornell and
] cDonald
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gressing from one ty.e of operation to another.
Unless the comnary is large and financially in a posi-
tion to do so, the vestibule school will not "be found as
advantageous as the train^ ng-on-the- job method. First, it
is difficult to secure teachers who can give sufficient detail-
ed instruction in a particular unit. In many cases, the duties
of an office worker are so varied that the work can not be
brought together as a unit, A very large corps of trained
teachers would be necessary.
The vestibule school, as developed up to date for use
in office employee training, -ffers little more than a brief
course in the rules and policies of the company, and general
instruction on the duties of each position.
The result is a worker who is by no means trained when
he begins the routine of his new position.
Another difficulty With the vestibule school is that
the supervisor is very apt to feel that she has no further
responsibility in the matter of training the beginner on
the job, after he has come from the vestibule school.
The Larkin Company in Buffalo uses the vestibule school
in training their office employees. The work is in charge
of teachers employed from the outside. Courses are given in
typewriting, order-writing, order-checking, correspondence-
writing, adjusting and other clerical operations directly
applicable to their particular work. The school is conducted
both for new employees and older ones who desi re to in prove
Note i
"Office Management" by Schulze
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their performance in their present positions an^ move on to
higher ones, "Dummy" work is provided, and text -hooks are
used. The school belongs to rhe office and some of the actual
office work is done there at times, work that requires no
skilled employee and t^at may be done in large quantities.
After sufficient "dummy" practice has been given, the
employee is given actual work to do. The school training
period lasts from three weeks to three months ^depending upon
the character of the work and the ability with which the
employee learns. When the latter becomes skilled enough to
take his place with other employees, ho is assigned to a
definite office position.
Special Reasons for Training of Office Workers
Aside from the general advantages accruing to the execu-
tive who installs a training program, some companies offer
definite reasons for the necessity of training, depending on
the character of the office work required by that particular
company
.
Example
:
The Simplex Wire and Cable Company require every girl
employed as typist, clerical worker or stenographer to learn
the operation of the comptometer. They do not require that
it be learned before employment; that is, if a bright, capable
girl applied for a position, she would not be rejected because
she lacked the knowledge of operating an adding machine.
However, she must learn it as soon as she starts to work.
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The teaching is done by the office supervisor, or by an
experienced emp]oyee, chosen by the supervisor,
% On the other hand, the personnel head of this company
reports that no comptometer operators are hired as such;
that is, the comptometer operation is an adjunct to the
knowledge required for any one of their office positions.
The Hood Rubber Company require training in their cen-
tralized training department, regardless of the previous
training of the worker employed, because they have not suffi-
cient faith in the abilities acquired during school time, or
during service in a former position. They prefer to renew
train'ng, under the guidance of one or several of heir own
supervisors. The latter are paid for their services, because
the courses are conducted after office hours, but the employees
are not paid. Courses are given in comptometer work, calcula-
ting and typing.
Results of Training
1. The possession of an office force who can perform
efficient work,
2. Increase in output.
3. Consequent increase in salary of workers.
4. Added harmony in office relations,
5. Avoidance of monotony. The efficient worker will
not be as bored with his work as bhe inefficient employee.
6. A file clerk, for example, who can file one hundred
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letters an hour, after training, whereas formerly the same
clerk filed one hundred letters a day; a trained typist
who can produce on her typewriter sixty correctly typed words
a minute for an indefinite length of time, whereas before
training, she could type but fifteen v/ords a minute and did
careless work.
Method of Training the Worker While at Work
If it is possible for the company to train the worker
while he or she sits at his desk, it is, of course, the more
efTective method of training. The worker is now in the at-
mosphere in which he will contirue his work; the presence of
fellow-employees increases his desire to do his best work
and become a vital part of his organization. Training at
the desk is naturally more intensive and therefore more effec-
tive.
This type of training can be carried on for an indefinite
period, and the slow office employee who might not be able
to keep up the pace set for him in the vestibule school, and
thus lose his position, can now find a place with the company
in some capacity, when he is finally trained in some branch
of office work.
The disadvantage of this type of training is that it
requires a large corps of instructors. This difficulty can
be partially overcome by using supervisors as instructors.
The obstruction to this ty-;e of training has been the
lack of job standardization for office positions. Of course,
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a plan of train ' ng for office employees requires previously
formed job specifications.
Cooperative Education .
This plan of education means that the pupil school
system, or a school higher education cooperates with the
industry in allowing the student to spend part of his time
in study and part of the time in actual work at the company's
plant.
The work to be done in the office must be of a relative-
ly less important character than other office work, or it
would not be feasible to interrupt its process with different
employees each day.
The benefit of a plan of cooperative education is that
it provides the manager with help, and enables him to start
training a number of office employees, who, when they are
ready to graduate, will be in a somewhat advanced stage,
and can be trusted to carry o t definite duties without much
further training.
This phase of education has been dealt with successfully
in the case of factory workers, and but has not met with r.uch
approval in the cooperative training of office workers.
The writer has not been able to find a single instance
of a successfully carr : ed out plan of cooperative education
between a business firm and a high school or busines . un'ver-
s " ty.
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The "business executives are very willing to try this
plan. It appears, however, that the lack of interest is on
the part of educators, who feel the normal orocess of education
will be interfered with.
'eneral Education
Of 303 offices reporting on education, 50% have libra-
ries, 21% provide evening school courses, 47% have employee
ublications and 24% provide contribution toward school
tuition for courses taken by their employees.
The Flying Squadron
The "Flying Squadron" is a unique training method,
adopted now by many companies. So far, it has been used
for the training of young men who are deemed suitable candi-
dates for executive positions.
The aim is to develop an all-round knowledge of the
positions in the various depart nents, so that they can be
trained for executive work. They are assigned to a depart-
ment where temporary help is needed. They attend class
systematically at stated hours during the week.
The Goodrich Tire and Rubber Company make use of this
method of training with successful results. Fifty men make
up a sqvairon. They are given a three-year course in factory
departments supplemented by three hours a week of class in-
struction. They receive a thorough technical training with
opportunity for executive work.
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This plan has no application for the kind of office
workers dealt with in this thesis, but the plan is mentioned
because many office executives were former members of such
"Flying Squadrons."
The Office Manual
There are two kinds of office manuals.
The type prevalently used today is nothing more than
an employee's handbook, containing information of a general
nature concerning the company's general policies, rules,
regulation, organization, procedure and standards.
A good example o' such a handbook is that used by the
Edlaon Electric Illuminating Company of Boston .
It consists of many sections, the title of the section
in bold-faced type. For example, "TrlE COMPANY AND THE PUBLIC"
sets forth the type of service offered, the aims and ideals
of the company and the duties of employees to maintain these
aims and ideals. The duties of the company to its emp 1 oyees
is iven as well, and the duties of the employees to the
publ -c
.
A few of the subjects treated in the Handbook are:
Employment Department (Location, purpose, and p-eneral quali-
fication of employees desired by the company); Punctuality;
Classification of Employees (Office Employees are Class "A"--
"those employees working under office conditions, who are
paid a fixed wage per week"); General Office Hours; Holidays;

ay Days; Medical Department; Benefit Plans; -Legal Aid;
How to Answer Telephone Calls; Employees Club; Saving Funds;
Recreation Facilities, and many others.
The ideal Office Manual is not found in many offices
as yet. Several employment and personnel managers admitted
to the writer that they would appreciate having one for the
office force, but that so far no one had seen fit to prepare
one.
The ideal office manual should be a valuable book in-
formative of company policies and rules; organization and
history; general office information and directions; the type
of work done by the company; and procedure in detail for
each department.
If one book makes too bulky a volume, the contents
miglr be divided into a series of pamphlets.
The particular part of the book, or, if a series of
booklets are used, the particular pamphlet descriptive of
the work do^e by the individual employee should be kept close
at hand for reference and review. The process of the work
should be arranged in sequence, from the beginning of the
work until the end.
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The Corporation School
The Corporation School was begun in the 1890 's, and
was based on the idea that a special department was necessary
to train employees. The older method of having the training
done by the supervisors was inefficie nt, . because of the lat-
ter' s inexperience in teaching and the burden of work respon-
sibilities.
Banks, insurance companies, stock and bond houses, pub-
lishers, and some department store and manufacturing compan-
ies inaugurated the corporation school. Classrooms, desks,
books, and all other equipment, as well as trained teachers,
were provided.
In 1913 was first formed the National Association of
Corporation Schools; in 1920 the name was changed to the
National Association of Corporation Training.
In 1921 there were over 140 members.
The objects of the association as stated are:
1. To develop the efficiency of the individual emplo:fee.
2. To increase efficiency in Industry.
3. To influence courses of established educational insti-
tutions more favorably toward industry.
The school of more direct application to the office
employee is the Office Work School. This school purposes
"to teach employees to perform assigned office duties cor-
rectly and intelligently''.
J. W. Dietz, Western Electric Company, Schenectady,
P. 328 - "Educ tion for Business" - Leverett 5. Lyon
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New York, has charge of the Office Work School there and
excellent results have been attained. In addition to
s: it able class-room instruction, small groups of office
workers are taken through the factory, and the fundamental
processes and terms are used and explained in a simple way.
Each office employee is expected to understand the general
o eratlon of each department. Moving pictures are used to
aid in this instruction, and a manual of technical term?;
is provided.
Among companies which belong to the Association of
Corporation Training are: American Locomotive Company
The Addressograph Company General Electric Company
American Steel & Wire Company Commonwealth Edison Company
Pennsylvania Railroad Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company
United Cigar Company Carnegie Steel Company.
Consolidated Gas & Electric Co.
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Th e Follow-up ,
Once the initial training has been completed, the
supervisor should not feel that his responsibility ends,
and that the work of the new employee will be satisfactory
from that time.
Frequent inspection is neces ary. The company should
have devised as careful and logical a follow-up ^lan as it
has devised a training program--one is quite as important
as the other. It should provide for inspection every day
for ten days, two weeks or a longer time.
At the end of a certain short period, the employee
should be given either an oral or a written examination to
test his knowledge of his work.
Such questions as the following should be settled to
the satisfaction of the supervisor;
1. Does the employee now thoroughly understand the work?
2. Is the work being done in a satisfactory manner?
3. Is the employee interested in the work?
4. Are there any points on which the worker should re-
ceive further instruction?
?. 327 - "Fundamentals of Office I "ana cement" - Cornell and
MacDonald
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The Employee's Record
The employee's record should contain a complete account
of the employee's introduction to, history while with, and
reason for termination of service with the bus ness,
Every concern keeps such records, seme of them keeping
much more detailed information than others.
First, all the information fathered from the aoplication
blank should become a part of the employee record.
The marks received in tests and the rating given him
on rating scales should be recorded.
All subsequent Information, made monthly, every three
months, oemi-annually, or annually should be added to the
employee's record, so that it will represent, at any time,
an accurate and up-to-date record of his progress while with
the organization.
The principle bases u"oon which the employee should be
rated are: the quality of work performed, quantity of work,
discipline, personality, attendance, tardiness, test and
scale rating (with any subsequent changes in the latter).
Most cornea u.es add to the record every three months
while the employee is fairly new at his work. Older em-
ployees are rated every month or two months.
The best plan for keeping the information available
and compact is to keep all data concerning the employee in
an envelope, with the outstanding facts listed on the out-
side and the more detailed information on the inside.

_
P c
_
EMPLOYMENT RECORD
Name in full
Date employed
Tel.
Residence H.R.P. Branch No.
Married Single Widowed Divorced
Date of birth Citizen
Nationality Alien 1st papers Height Weight
S: eaks English
Employed Here Before Dept. Foreman Check no.
Grammar High College Trade Length of Serv.
Name of Beneficiary Relationship of Beneficiary
Number of Dependents ddress of Beneficiary
Last Two Employers Position Held How Long
Name :
Address :Date Left Why
Name :
Address j
Applicant
To Report 193 at A.M. P.M. for Position as
For email
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Fmpl Dyed
i
: Left Dept. : Days :
Lost
CJumulative
'
Length 3erv
.
Huab er
!
RATING
"Reason for
Leaving
vn A.0 J ord
Laid Off
Pis 3har^ed
Tave TCo Notice
Conduct
°rOOd
Fair
_
Conduct
A.t bei danee
Steady
Unreliable
Tardy
Skill
Fast
^Tedrj^
Slav
Speed
Fast
Medium
SI am
Rehire Yes
Rehire No
•
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TRAIN1NG COURSES AS PROVIDED BY INDUSTRIES
The Montgomery Ward Company and the National Suit and
Cloak Company use the method of training office employees
while the latter are engaged in performing their regular
duties at their desks. Instead of class-rooms, a corps of
instructors is employed. The latter are assigned to various
floors in the office "building, and give instruction? to the
employees at their desks.
The Nat ional City Bank of New York has a man in charge
of training who is called the Educational Director. Under
him is a staff in charge of the department of education.
There are no courses provided during office hours for these
office workers of the tyoe discussed in this thesis. Those
given serve to 1 r.orove the education of pages, messengers,
etc.
However, for the benefit of other office employees,
arrangements are made with outside educational agencies,
such as universities and other institutions giving education
along business and banking lines. The bank pays part of the
expenses of the course upon its completion. Correspondence
courses covering subjects of Interest ^o the bank employees
are also offered.
The majority of the machine clerical workers are hired
partially trained. A few of these people come from schools,
but with the exception of the typists, most of them have
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Met ~od of Training as Used by Hood Rubber Company,
taken a special course at the office of the equipment man-
ufacturer, or had training in some other company.
First, these girls are instructed very carefully in the
use of the machine they are to use in their work. That
sounds simple, but it is surprising how few supposedly trained
machine operators know all the different advantages of their
machine and how to use it most efficiently. This work is
usually done in the company's office by a representative of
the machine manufacturer.
They are taught the practical value of neatness and
accuracy, and the happy medium between the kind of work too
carelessly done to be allowed to pass and the fine quality
work some operators turn out at a waste of time and many
wasted sheets of paper. This quality standard may differ
greatly on various jobs.
Then acquainted the girl is with the particular char-
acteristics of the work that she is to do.
The proper place to get information.
What to do with it.
Of whom to ask questions.
The extent of her responsibility.
This part of the training is done by the supervisor of
the section in which the girl is to work. It is not sufficient
just to write this part of her instructions and hand a copy
to the new employee; it must be gone over several times by
supervisor, patiently step by step. Much can be done
during this process to encourage the girl op to discourage
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her* If the supervisor is kind and tactful, the result is
usually a firm feeling of friendliness and respect; while
ashort snappy reply to some foolish question may utterly
disco^age a girl who might have made a good operator.
Since it is estimated that every aprli^ant for a clerical
position costs the firm over $200.00 before she is able to
take her place in the organization this point cannot be
ov er -empha sized.
Next provided the new employee is with sufficient actual
practice on the work she is to do to enable her to acquire
an average speed or "pace" which she can maintain con f Inously.
Standards of production are set for that kind of work
and the equipment men again analyze the girl's motions in doing
her work; show her how to eliminate waste motion, idle time
and non-productive effort. The object, of course, is to v elp
^er increase her "pace" to a -predetermined standard as soon
as possible, without showing nervous tension and undue fatigue.
The g-.rl is not :"orced under any circumstances. In
fact, -he is frequently held back.
During this training period the girl is guaranteed full
pay, if she is to be paid by the day, and a guaranteed rate
per hour, if she is being paid under an incentive plan.
This guarantee is made until the girl has been able to
maintain the standard "pace" for a full v/eek or more. Usually
the employee knows when this point has been reached and asks
for the change of her own accord. This "pace" represents
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production usually 25% under the requirements of a commercial
school test qnd is taken as a minimum in the departments.
Some operators regularly earn as high as 50% of their base
rate of pay as a premium, that is, 50% higher than the minimu:::
or "pace" referred to above.
Last, but not leist, they try to te-rch the girl to be
honest with herself and with the firm by doing her work ex-
actly as instructed.
She is shown how her work may be checked up, if desired,
but convinced that the company does not want to take this
step unless they oelieve she is being unfair with them. They
try to dispell the idea that incentive wage payment is a
method of getting more work for less pay, as some seem to think.
The incentive plan is operated as a reward to the willing
and efficient worker as an automatic elimination plan for the
shirkers
.
The following is partial list of the office machines
used and the production standards considered as minimum re-
quirements for each type of work.
Machine Minimum Training Period
Transcribing Machine 5400 strokes or
900 lines per day
3 wks. to 12 wks.
Multigraph 12000 envelopes
24 changes or
32000 single sheets
12 changes
2 to 12 wks.
Billing Machine 80 bills or 320
lines typed and
extended
2 to 12 wks.

Ditto Machine 5250 sheets 8i x 11
( 50 masters
)
1 to 4 wks
.
Mimeograph Machine 11200 sheets 8j x 11
(56 stencils
1 to 4 wks
Comptometer or
Burroughs Calculator
2560 line extensions
3 digits, p us checking
3 to 12 wks.
Munroe & Marchant 1280 figurations
avg. multiplication
division-subs traction
1 to 4 wks.
Tabulatinc Cards 3197 cards
24 holes average
(electric punch)
1 to 4 wks.
It is expected that the average production will be 25$
to 50% higher than these figures.
Machine clerical work is becoming more specialized every
day. Bookkeeping, Billing, Figuration, in fact, all operations
performed with the use of machines is rapidly becoming a
series of mechanical motions. Expert knowledge of accounting
or bookkeeping is no longer necessary as part of the machine
operator's mental equipm nt.
The top of the ladder for the machine operator, leads in
the following direction: She may become supervisor of her
section— a supervisor of training of new employees—or even a
department head over a machine service department in larger
companies. These positions, while just as, or more, important
than a secretarial position, do not require the use of academic
training to so great a degree. On the other hand, a thorough
understanding of commercial subjects is essential.
Having found the applicant who has a knowledge of com-
mercial subjects, the company then considers the fitness and
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training wnich that employee has I or the work. Usually it
is found that the applicant lacks sufficient knov.lecge.
The new employee who hos come cirectly from high
school feels that she is proficient if she can type at the
rate of 1000 line^ per cay for fifteen minutes, not realizing
the great difference between that performance and typing at
the rate of 1000 lines per day for eight hours, day after
day. She cannot equal her school test by 50,^ in actual
production. For this reason, further training offered by
the company is absolutely necessary.
The new employees are trainee, too, to realize the
fa^.acy of the common notion among office workers that a
stenographic position is on a higher plane than tnat of an
office machine operator, rrequestly, on the contrary, the
latter make a better salary, because the salary plan is
based on unit of output.
More and more concerns are using the incentive plan
of payment applied to machine cleric;. 1 work. This type of
work is highly repetitive, and lends itself to standard
measurement, kethoc and motion are simplified ana tnus a
great time and money saving is affected.
B o t e : The -Recording and Statistijal Corporation per-
sonnel manager made the same comments as regards the value
of the machine operator's position as compared with that of
the stenographer. Sne said: "-'e cis courage applications for
the position of typist and stenographer, telling the girls
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that there is just ss much glory, and a much better salary
in the operation of of ..ice machines and the performing of
clerical work.' 1
The /estern Electric Jom pa ny
The ./estern Elec tric Jompany makes use of the vestibule
methoo of training. It is a course of introductory training
which aims to teach 7estern Electric practices to new emp-
loyees who are hired as typists, stenographers, comptometer
operators, draughtsmen, etc.
Stenography an^d_ Typewri t i ng. The course consists of two
weeks* full time trainiag by the Verica Training Division.
During 1951, 211 girls took the course. Jandidates are given
tests before being accepted and the training service is avail
able to all brancnes
.
Typists receive four to six weeks full time training
in the forms anc company practices before being transferred
to a permanent position. Some of the better ones are devel-
oped into stenographers during this period, but giris hired
as stenographer s are not . iven as much school training.
Training is conducted by the Educational Division. A full-
time instructor is employed.
Jomptometer Opera t ors . The course is conducted by the
Jorks Training Division, and lasts two weeks* full time.
There are tnirty-one in a course, during the year. They
spenc seven weeks in the school before placement in perman-
ent positions. Approximately sixty operators have been
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trained. The school, when not ised for new employees, is
usea for further training of older operators.
Telephone Dictation * Some telephone dictation typists
have been trained by the educational division school.
Depa rtmen t C ler ks . Girls hired as department clerks in
the equipment branch receive five weeks* training in the
various departments with which their work brings them in
contact before permanent placement.
Secretarial Train ing. A ten-week conference course, last-
ing two hours a cay, and two cays a week was set up by the
educational division for further training of secretaries, to
improve performance. The course is open to all secretaries,
ano 117 took and completed the course in a little over a year
since its aaoption.
Clerical Practice . A series of one-hour conferences for
clerks desirous of promotion was installed. The group meets
weekly and aims to improve clerical performance through a
better understanding ot the job routine.
Cost Accounting . A series of conferences on Jost Account-
ing is given to selected individuals with comparatively snort
experience in the accounting branch. Instruction is given by
the supervisor one night a week after working hours.
Sten ographic Training . Thile at work, stenographers in some
branches are coached daily in their work by a part-time instruct-
or with a view to raising the quality of cheir performance.

There is a library at ea'h branch for reference pur-
poses, and for supplying reading material to employees. It
is used extensively. The company also provides Moving Pict-
ures, descriptive of industrial processes only. However,
office employees are invited to attend in order to learn
more about the nature and purpose of their company* s service.
Cooperative training is made use of by cooperation with
four or five western universities, but so far has not been
used in connection with improvement of training of office
employees.
The Brooklyn Edison Company
.
Following are some of the courses given by the cot1 any
to office employees. The courses are given in various
parts of New York City and environment so as to accommodate
workers in outlying plants.
New Employees Course . This course deals with the organ-
ization, history and other matters concerning the company.
It discusses the essential equipment and practices used in
furnishing electrical services. Employee activities and
privileges and the regulations governing employment are
described.
Six one-hour sessions (two per we-k).
Company Organi zation . Th~ organization and functions
of the departments and bureaus of the company of the New
York Edison Company are described and studied. This course
is recommended to all employees.
Ten one and one-half hour sessions of
class-room instruction.
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Publ Lc Relations , This course describes the public re-
lations practices of the system of electrical companies. As
the principles considered usually apply to all desirable
personal contacts, every employee is urged to take this course.
Ten one and one-half hour sessions
of class-room instruction.
Busine as English , There are morning classes provided
for all system employees on rotating shifts. The cou se
consists of a review of the essentials of English grammar*
Twenty one-hour sessions.
Busine ss English Composition , T' is course requires
the composition of themes and reports, and their subsequent
correction and criticism in class.
Ten one-hour sessions,
Busine ss Correspondence . This course takes up composi-
tions and the criticism of business letters; the emphasis
is on the secretarial qualities of effective correspondence.
Twenty one-hour sessions.
Public Speaking
.
Self-explanatory,
Twenty two-hour sessions.
Technical Dictation . Open to those who can take short-
hand. The course reviews the technical terms used in the
company's correspondence and their meaning forms the basis
of this course. Dictation is given and notes are transcribe^.
Twenty one-hour sessions, and the
first ten may be repeated.

Public Utility Records and Accounts . Fundamental
principles of public utility records and accounts are dis-
cussed, and the importance of preparing accurate records
in approved forms.
Twenty one-hour ses-ions.
The W. R, Grace Company
The W. R. Grace Company conducts courses for their of-
fice employees in Bookkeeping and Accounting, Stenography,
and Typewriting. They also provide lectures, on accounts,
courses in office practice (operation of office machines),
courses in the filling out of shipping documents, cove-ring
the field of exporting and importing. Reading courses are
offered.
The courses are not given on company time and attendance
Is not compulsory. Many employees have made use of them,
however
•
The R. H. Macy Company
Everyone employed by the R. H. Macy Company, whether
for store or office work is se t immediately to the train-
ing department, where he is specifically trained for the
position for which he is employed. This applies to all
positions in the company. The training is extremely def-
inite and applies to a narrow field; that is, a clerk in
the adjustment office would be trained in the work of
handling adjustment forms and routine--no more.
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Naturally, this calls for a very large Educational
Department and staff of instructors, but because of the size
of the company and the many details of operation, this is
both necessary and profitable.
The work of the Training Department involves not only
the question of introducing the new employee to the duties
of the .position, but constant follow-up and re-taining.
Representatives of training are located on every floor
of the building, and are prepared to give advice and further
training to new employees, when this is necessary.
Each year courses are given, open to all employees,
upon the organization, policies and problems as retailing
as found in R. H. Macy's.
The Curt is Publishing Company
Following is an outline of the fundamentals carried out
in the training of an office worker, in the Curtis Publishing
Company,
The new workers meet with the Section Instructors who
acauaint them with the employee rules as to attendance, time
and -lace of being paid, entrances and elevators to use,
lunch room facilities, hospital facilities, etc. The Section
Instructor then introduces the new employee to the Group
Instructor*
The training on the .job is as folio .vs:
1« The Instructor takes ! he new girl to the work place

assigned. The Instructor does the work, explaining the
reasons for each thing being done, while the new employee
looks on. This procedure is followed for a period varying
from a few hours to six days, defending on the job being
taught,
2. The new employee is given a text book which explains
in detail the work to be done. Tbis text book also es-
cribes the work preceding and following this particular
operation. The reasons for do ng the work are also written
therein.
3. The new employee now does the work while the Instructor
look^ on.
4. After the employee has spent from one to six days,
depending on the difficulty of learning the operation, doing
the work and watching the Instructor do it, the Group Instruct-
or meets with the new employee and reads the te t book with
her. Any questions that are asked are answered by the Group
Instructor
•
5. Steps 1 and 3 are now repeated on some operations far
a period of several weeks,
6. The new employee is given a written examination and
this is repeated from time to time covering the work she is
required to do. The answers to questions are carefully
examined by the Instructor. When errors are found, the
correct procedure is re-explained to the employee.
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7. The new employee is placed on the work alone. Pro-
visions are ms.de for thorough inspection of her work. When
the quality of the work beinn; done is satisfactory, the
special inspection of work is stopped.
The foregoing steps may or may not be performed in the
order given. This depends on the individual. It may he
necessary to reneat some steps before proceding with the
succeeding steps.
The Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Boston
Application cards for courses desired to he taken by
the employees are filled out and handed to the Educational
Department before the opening of the course. The company
guarantees to refund fifty per cent of the tuition upon
satisfactory completion of any Edison course, and any other
course a student desires to take, which is not listed on
the educational program of the company, and' for which the
tuition is not in excess of $5.00.
The Company provides for courses as given by the Massa-
chusetts Department of Education, University Extension; for
correspondence courses, for franklin Union technical courses
(not for office employees); for Lowell Institute engineering
courses; and for courses offered by the company in its own
building.
Some of the courses of chief interest to office workers
offered by the company are "Correct English," "Public Speak-
ing", "Practical Mathematics". They also provide courses
for "Home Reading"—books selected by well-known critics

on merit, not for the purpose of increasing the sales of a
book. The course covers a variety of subjects, such as
American Literature, twentieth century novels, History,
Architecture, Biology, ^nglish Literature, Psychology, and
the United States in Recent Times.
The company encourages the courses offered by the
Young Women's Christian Association. The courses of chief
value to office employees are "Self-Expression"
,
"increasing
Vocabulary", "Building Speech", "Making a Place in Business"
and "Psychology in Your Job".
The courses offered by the Massachusetts Department of
Education for office employee improvement are "English
Composition", "Government Regulation of Industries", "Psy-
chology", "Business Administration' 1 , "Investment in Stocks
and Bonds", "Salesmanship", "Business Law", "Elementary
Accounting", "Principles ot Accounting", "Gregg Shorthand,
(elementary and advanced") and "Journalism".
International Harvester Company
Although this company has no planned courses for office
workers, it offers the instruction available in the clashes
in civic betterment, to all office employees.
This comoany has a splendid apprenticeship school
for young men of seventeen years, who are given a four-year
course along mechanical lines. As stated before, the com-
pany does not have a duplicate, however, for office employees

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company gives courses
on employee time, after office hours, and with no charge
to the employees. It also coo: erates with employees who
desire to take courses in outside recognized educational
institutions in New York City, to the extent of paying
one-half of the tuition, upon satisfadtory completion of
the course. It actively encourages such university courses
particularly those which deal with any phase of insurance.
Some of the courses that are provided by the comcany are:
1. I.Iathematics--four sfternoons a week.
2. Stenography and Typewriting--elementary and advanced
courses.
3. Dictation courses.
4. Business English-- the professor who gives th.'s course
is from the staff of the Columbia University.
5. Comptometer and key-punch operation.
6. Principles of life insurance.
The company library is opened during office hours,
and for a short time after hours. Over six thousand of
the Metropolitan home office employees are members of the
Library and the average monthly circulation is about twelve
thousand. Over sixty thousand books and pamphlets are
available in the library, and the company subscribes to
600 magazines.
Note:
"Office Mr.nagenent" by Mac Donald pp 233-239
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PR0M0TI0N
INTRODUCTION
The questions of promotion policies, like those of
selection, have been modified by the unstable business con-
ditions of the past few years.
The majori'y of personnel managers interviewed and from
whom letters were received stated that salary increases and
promotions had been an almost negligible factor recently.
Practically all of these department heads stated that
promotion was given, upon opportunity, to certain individuals
meriting it; but that the company policy regarding promotion
had been temporarily "shelved" until conditions might improve.
This section of the thesis presents an equitable plan
of promotion; a discussion of old and new ideas regarding
advancement; the only fair base for promotion; and kindred
subjects.
In addition, the problems of Salary Increase, Transfer
and Discharge are briefly discussed as adjuncts to a more
complete treatment of the question of Promotion.

Procedure for Equitable Promotion Plan
1. Department head notifies the employment department that
a vacancy has occurred and that an opportunity for promotion
exi sts.
2. From the files, a list is made of eligible employees,
considering age, experience, duties of past and present posi
tions, educational opportunities of which the employee has
taken advantage, success in present position, recent salary
adjustments or promotion and any other pertinent facts.
All this information is obtained from the employee's Record
"lard.
3. Select most promising candidate, or a choice of several
4. Talk with the supervisor cf the department in which the
employee is at present working.
5. An interview with the employee 1 eing considered, if this
is thought necessary,
6. Final ch ^ice. If the candidate who held the highest
r.lace on the list is not selected, the same process may be
used to test the next highest candidate, etc.
As a general rule, there should be no -romotion without
a rev.-ard in the forT of an increase in salary. It is but
a hollow victory for an employee, if the increase in respon-
sibility and duties does not carry with it an increase in
wages. The employee can hardly be expected to perform
exceptionally or even satisfactorily, in his new pos tion.
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The policy of promotion without salary increase can
be said to be justified, then, in only one or two cases:
one, where an increase has been given but a short ime be-
fore promotion; second, where the employee is "on trial" in
the new position, and increase is held as a tyr-e of incentive
to produce the employee's best work in the new duties. Even
in the latter case, the value is questionable.
Seniority vs. Ability
Nine out of every ten companies today are agreed that
when there is a conflict between seniority and ability, the
possession of the latter prevails, and the more capable employ-
ee gets the promotion, even though in point of service he
ranks lower than another employee.
The ol- idea was that the employee with longer exrerience
should get the increase. This was particularly disheartening
to a good worker, who saw a fellow employee doing poorer work
tlran he, and subsequently saw the same employee receiving
a promotion because of length of service with the firm.
Large concerns such as Lever Brothers, Hood Rubber Com-
pany, Easeern Steamship Comrany and many others state that
seniority is considered only in such personnel matters as
sickness and accident benefits, leave of absence, etc. and
promotion is based almost wholly on merit.

Promotion "Within The Ranks "
Here, too, agreement of opinion prevails that promotion
should be and is from "withun the ranks"; that is, the fil-
ling of an opening from a position below or immediately below
one vacant,
"When the president dies, a new office boy may be hired"
is an old saying and one, the principle of which is practiced
by all large concerns. This, of course, means that when a
vacancy occurs, and it is filled by an employee ^rom a lower
position, immediately a chain of vacancies is opened and
filled down the line, leaving the position at the lowest
level, that of office boy, to be filled by an outside appli-
cant .
Frequently, it may be found that as the lower positions
are reached and filled, it will be possible to combine func-
tions, making it unneces?ary, finally, to hire a new employee.
Some office concerns post a list of available positions
for which all eligible employees may apply.
Personnel managers, however, agree that there may be
existing vacancies which cannot be filled by anyone within
the organization, particularly positions calling for inten-
sive knowledge in a certain field, a particular type of
education, or those calling for a candidate with a university
degree, one who cannot be secured in the position im ediately
below. "In such a case", said one director, "we never hesi-
tate to go outside to get the best candidate available."

The reason for promoting within the organization is ob-
vious and need not be discussed at length. A company cannot
expect superioi' efforts and a harmonious office force, if it
is known that promotional opportunities are not available for
those who are at present employed with the company: but that
an outsider will be installed in the new position, sometimes
in one which will call for the issuing of orders to employ-
ees who have been with the firm for years, and have been
faithful employees.
Little can be said for the opinion of a very few per-
sonnel directors, who 'eel that a position of a semi-execut: ve
nature should be filled from outside, because of ill-feeling
that may arise between workers, when one of them is promoted
to such a position and is forced to give orders to employees
with whom he or she formerly was on the same level.
The chances are much greater that there will be greater
discord snd insubordination when a supervisor is employecl
from outside the organization. To illustrate: a concern
near Boston, manufacturers of inks, introduced a new head
of the St er ©graphic Department to a grour< of over thirty
stenographers. The supervisor was a newcomer to the company,
S e was treated as such by the girls, and in turn, very in-
fluenced by their attitude toward her, assumed a dictatorial
manner most disagreeable. Within three months, two ble
stenographers asked to be transferred to another department,
two resigned their positions with the company, and the super-
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visor had discharged another employee. The st ?ry speaks for
itself.
Follow-up of Promoted Employees
Upon promotion, the employee may or not be told that he
is"on trial", de ending on the wish of the department ^ead,
but his work should be undoubtedly be closely inspected during
the first few weeks anr) months in the new position; his
attitude too, should be closely followed. Employees w 11
generally be found to take one of two attitudes upon promotion;
a feeling of determination to succeed in the new duties and
prove themselves worthy of the promotion, by improved work
and successful output; or a feeling of self-satisfaction, or of
"having-reached-the-top" and a conseqrent letting down in
effort.
The former comprise the group upon whom executives can
always depend, and who themselves will probably advance to
executive or semi-executive positions. The latter, after
being told that their work is not satisfactory, may be
spurred on to doing satisfactory work; if not, they must be
eventually demoted or discharged.
As mentioned in the section of this thesis, dealing
with "Selection", promotion is itself a source of labor
supply.
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Qrdinary Procedure for Salary Increases
1. Each month the employment department makes out a list of
all employees in each department whose anniversary of service
with the company occurs in that month.
2. P'rom these lists, a form is made out for each employee
to be considered, and the forms are forwarded to the head of
the specific department.
3. This form includes the name of the employee, age, term
of service, position now being held, progress made, recent
salary increases, self-improvement through courses, and a
space for the recommendation or rejection of the head of the
department for an increase. This information, of curse,
is derived from the employee record.
4. The department head signs the slip recommending the
increase, or returns it without his signature, or with some
stamped remark signifying his disapproval of a salary increase
at that time.
5. If the employment manager agrees with the recommendation
of the department head that an increase be given, a form is
sent ot the Auditor or Pay-roll clerk authorizing a change
in the salary figures.
6. If the employment manager agrees with the department head
that no increase is warranted, record is al o made of that
fact on the form, and the matter is settled, until the employ-
ee's name comes up again at the next anniversary period.
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Sometimes, however, such employees are mentioned before
another service anniversary is reached. Many personnel
heads hold an interview with such workers, in order to de-
termine the cause of the inferior performance and the means
of improving future performance. Such employees should be
informed anyway, of the fact that they are not in line for
promotion; otherwise many of them will believe that the com-
pany considers their work satisfactory,
7. Final decision or disagreement between department and
employment managers lies with the chief executive. However,
it is rarely necessary to have recourse to the latter.
The company should also keep in mind those employees
whose work is of such high quality that a salary increase
is merited, even though a year of service ha.3 not been com-
pleted. It is obviously unfair to keep a salary increase
from a capable worker, ?imply because he has not yet given
a year's service or has not reached another milestone in
his service with his organization. Provision should be,
and is usually made for exceptionally good performance. Many
companies make a review of performance every three or six
months for new employees, with this particular problem in
mind. Some companies make it a point to give a small in-
crease every three or six months for the first y^ar, thus
drawing out the best that is in the worker.
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Another problem to be satisfactorily settled is that
of how to deal with the employee who has reached the maximum
salary which his grade of position offers.
Two avenues are open to such an employee and he should
be told either by his department head, or by the personnel
manager, or both. He may, by conscious progress in his work,
try to secure a position in a higher class, with a consequent
higher salary rate; or he may look about to determine whether
or not he can secure a more advantageous opening with another
concern.
Salary Increase Statistics
Statistics show that employees are riven salary in-
creases about as often in small offices as in the larger ones.
Of 286 offices reporting on salary increase, 21$ have salary
increases each six months, b% more frequently, 44$ each twelve
months and 28$ were not definite. It must be remembered that
at present, under the conditions brought about by the business
depression, salary increases are being given at less frequent
internals or are being entirely eliminated for a year because
of conditions existing.

CHANGE 0- SALARY
Effective 19
Name
-
______
Department Status Standard
Current To
Rating Salary Rating Salary
Previous Increase Date Amount
Approved Signed
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Job Standardization as_a Basis for Pronation and Salary Increase
TCach ,50b in the of J ice should be analyzed and standardized,
each position should be graded relatively and by classes, the
rates of 3 on sensation should be analyzed; from these data; the
salary schedule should be prepared.
The International Harvester in its pamphlet desriptive
of its salary payment plan, states as advantages of j 3b spec-
ification and job grouping:
1. Definite control of rates and wages in return for the per-
formance of accurately defined duties.
2. Possibility of establishing standard base rates for simi-
lar work in various departments.
6. A, B and classification of employees thereby they are
rerrumerated in proportion to skill required and services ren-
dered.
4. Standardization of rates.
5. '.fore fair and impartial readjustment of rates.
6. Provides basis for a promotion program whereby efficient
employees will be transferred to higher paying positions.
The office worker looks for and deserves a fair salary
in proportion to the importance of his business, and an oppor-
tunity for salary increase when merited, and an opportunity
for promotion when his ability demonstrates his worthiness
to progress.
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Oocupat lonal ba ting Plan of the International Harvester Co .
A. definite standardized rating program necessary to
determine base for increase in .-/ages and promotion. A "/Dries
Council .vas formed in the company, a means thereby employees
and management are brought together on a fair and square 50-50
basis for the consideration and shaping of all policies re-
lative to matters of mutual interest. This Tories Council
covers a period of 10 years in the history of the Internation-
al Harvester Company. Vages have gone up and do-vn.
Rating methods of course, differ in different departments.
Persons of liberal turn of mind naturally rate higher; those
vith conservative characteristics are inclined to ski-no.
Standard occupational titles are used, and job specifications.
7ach position is analyzed, enumerating duties and the personal
qualifications necessary to fill these positions.
The fixing of rate;, for individual employees has been
avoided in order to permit recognition and revard of indiv-
idual merit
.
A system for checking the accuracy and impartial admin-
istration of rate a is possible through an A, B and C class-
ification of employees. This classification is based on
personal assets which include experience, knowledge, respon-
sibility, length of service, attitude, quantity and quality
of vork.
In the absence of specific job standardization, the
office manager can at least make a study of the vork of each

position, so that positions nay be grouped by classes. Such
information oonoerning the duties of the position -nay come
from employees, through questionaires , but should of course
be checked by the supervisor and department heads. Occasion-
al supplementing by interviews may be used as a means of
getting the information up-to-date. The greater the detail
on the questionnaire, the more accurate the information.
Personnel heads are confessedly lax in keeping job
requirements and specifications up-to-date. They admit that
the ideal' practice is to make a revision of the requirements
of each position at least once a year, but many also admit
that since the first job specification -/as made out, it had
not been revised.
Salary Schedules
Once the requirements for each job are kno.vn, and the
different grouoing of positions by classes designated as
"A.", *BW 4
Tt
CJ", etc., has been accomplished, attention may
be broaght to bear on the salary questioning schedule.
The ideal sched ile aims to pay the office employee a
just wage for his services, based on his contribution to
the company's product or service, as sho.vn by his output.
Again, the sane rate should be paid for equal work in all
departments. It would obviously be unfair for a typist in
the Purchasing Department to be oaid more or less than a
Typist in the iocounting Department, granted that their job
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spec ifieati ons show the sane type of .vork to be done.
The minimum and maximum rates and the step rates between
these t.vo should be found and stated.
The initial salary is governed by labor conditions, of
course. Today, for instance, the alary level for a stenograph
er or bookkeeper is much higher than it vas five years ago.
In the majority of offices, the salary is still based
on the weekly or semi-monthly wage, since this is the most
practicable. However, due to the increase in the use of
office machines and .vork of a highly repetitive nature, such
as filling- in, circular mailing, envelope addressing, copy
work, etc., the oiece rate is be in 5 found in many companies.
As a rule, however, in all but certain office machine oper-
ations, and the vo^k of certain clerical workers, office
work is too varied as yet to base a salary rate upon unit
product ion
.
Sone examples of production in office ,vork vhich has
been standardized follow:
The 'Villys-Overland Company states a standard output
of 6000 square inches per week of 44 hours, for the work of
a typist.
(In the case of typing and office machine operation,
it is a relatively simple latter to be definite, and in
certain routine clerical vork).
The Yale and Town* Mftnufactur ing Company operate the
incentive plan, ons used by many efficient con? ems.
Pp. 249-250 - "Office Management " - John LlacDonald
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For operators of TJnder.vood Bookkeeping Machine s , an average
is 350 oostings a day, plus a bonus of "57.03 oer month in
addition to the regular salary; for each 50 postings over
350, the b ookkeeping machine operator received. |4«50 extra.
A. penalty of .25 per error is charged against the operator,
if she has been directly responsible fo~ it. Efficient
operators receive a salary as high as *S17 .00 - *^4.00 extra
per month*
The dictaphone department of a la^ge manufacturing
comoany is paid on the incentive plan. ?\vo hundred and forty
depressions of the typewriter space bar is equivalent to one
point. A. record- is kept of the number of points produced
by the operator, at the end, the total output is calculated.
Six hundred ooints are considered the base production, and
eac u point in excess is alloyed for at the rate of lo 7 a
point, A dictaphone op rater whose we kly salary base is
$13.00, and vho produced IcOO points a week should receive
a bonus of It 7 a point on 600 points, ^9.00, or a total
weekly salary of ^£7.00
Typewri ting, There the vork is straight copy- -all points
produced in excess of 600 are paid ^or at the rate of 1
cent a point instead of l a /, the object being to induce
typists to strive for positions as ooerato-s of dictaphone
mach ine s
.
Note:
"Office Management" Mac Donald pp 249
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addre ssing ^iivelooes . ^1.25 per 100 cyclometer points
net is the "base used for paying for the addressing of envel-
opes. A four weeks' guaranty of 317.33 is ^iven to the em-
ployee, and the standard task is placed at 1,350 points net.
The point //here the employee nay participate in the bonus
is 1,930 mints net* £he rate for excess pr oduction is 75. 1'
per 100 points net.
The Promt i onal Chart
The adoption of a promotional chart by an organization
insures knowledge on the part of the employees of the vaths
alon vhioh they nay progress, in their own co-ipany. It is
one of th - mo~t important employee incentives. On such a
chart, lines of various kinds are drawn from one position
to another, the lines showing -/here direct advancement is
possible, and where indirect advancement is offered, ™ach
position is numbered, also, the number of positions in one
group being wi thin the same range, etc.
A brief example of the promotional possibilities for
the typist is taken from a promotional chart:
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P» 145 - "I'-ersonnel Management n - Scott, Clothier and
Mathewson
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Possibilities of Pr om oti on 7 it h _Sears, Roebuck arid Conpany
In many instances, Junior and Interage boys and girla
are hired. The ages are 16 years to 18 years for Junior,
and 18 to 21 for Interage. These persons are employed in
activities as Packing, Ttferchand is tng, Bagging, Folding and
Cheeking and as they advance and understand their work,
they go into the next higher activities such as recheoking,
Stock, Receiving, Shipping, and some vho have been industrious
and ambitious enough to continue their studies at nigjat, go
so far as to "become Division Heads and ReOrder ^en.
(Mote: Some of this vork does not apply to office posi-
tions, but because of the possibilities of working into
office positions, the writer includes the information).
In the Correspondence Division -/here complaints, inquiries,
and adjustments are handled, persons <vho have succeeded in
proving their adaptability for this kind of work are advanced
to vhat is known as the Sales Promotion Organization. This
requires a ^igh povered selling letter in connection with the
regular correspondence ,vork. For example, if a customer vrites
in advising us of a complaint to a iving room suite of furni-
ture that she has just received rhich has probably been damaged
in transit, this letter is turned over to the "ales Promotion
Organization. The Correspondent's duty is to adjust the
complaint satisfactorily and to also suggest, and win over to
S^ars, Roebuck and Co, the iuea of possibly ne 7 rugs, drap-
eries, pictures, etc., to go with the new furniture received.
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This .vork is stimulated by 'neans of a contest in yhioh those
vhose letters succeed in bringing additional business are
rated as leaders for the veek.
In the detail Organization, the sa-ne policy is handled
and monthly records, as far as Sales, Personality, Executive
Ability and numerous other characteristics by vhich a person's
ability is judged, are taken. These are referred to the
Superintendent or Manager of each store and they are in turn
referred to a ce .tral office, vhose duty it is to check
carefully and place in positions open, those .-/hose ability
/arrant s an. advance.
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Transfer
The question of transfer is sometimes a delicate one to
handle. If the reason for the transfer has been the lack of
harmony betveen the e mployee desiring the transfer and his
supervisor, there is no reason to believe that the employee
will get along any "better in another department.
In discussions of transfer, the employment manager should
have a frank talk, first .vith the supervisor or depart lent
head, and then vith the employee. Perhaps the former is at
fault; if so, it is likely that the employee vill lo ^o.od
?ork and enjoy the surroundings of another department.
If the request for transfer arises because need of an
employee in another department, the matter shoild be handled
in the same manner as a promotion; that is, if no special
employee's name is mentioned, the most eligible employee may
be considered, then the next most eligible, etc. The person-
nel head should have a talk vith the supervisor of the de-
partment in /hich the employee at present is engaged, to
make sure that this supervisor is willing to let th" employee
^o to another department. The employment manager, naturally
has the final decision on this matter.
The following is a model of a form to be used for
employee transfer.
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PayrDll Cooy
JRAHSras Male
Female
Name
Promidept.
Check: jffo.
Present Job
Desirability for rehire
To: Dept
.
Check N o
.
Fffeo';ive Date
New Job
Rate(ifnot private roll)
Mai e
TRANSFER IN
Female
2
Name Job
Fro.m:dept
.
Check: No Foreman's sig.
Versatility Conduct
Skilled in many jobs
,
Excellent
Learns "eadily :: C-ood
Kno.73 but (1) job . Fair
Attsndance ; Quality : Quantity : Pt. Hr.
Steady :
i
1
i
Kigh High : Ovar 36
Fair C-ood : Normal : 7c to 86
Ir egular : Fair : Low Under 1Z
To: Dept
.
Check No.
Foreman's Si gnature
Effect ive Date •
Ne/V J ob Appr oved Fmp. Mgr.
Reason For Transferring
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Dis charge
before an office employee is discharged , he or she should
gd ne before the' personnel manager and have an "\Doorturii ty to
present his ease. The head of the personnel department
should wish to assure himself that the discharge is justified
and not the angry vhim of a supervisor, who may later regret
the hasty action.
Cooperation between the personnel manager and the head
of the department ;/here the discharge occurred creates a
feeling of justice between employees and employer. In some
cases, a clearing up of a musunders tanding is sufficient to
set matters right, and the employee may resume his uarfc.
If the discharge is based on inefficient vork, the
interview should bring out two factors: Is there any other
place in the organization for this vorker, one in which he
could efficiently perform?— second, the reason for the emp-
loyee's poor oerformance
.
In all cases, the employee should be told exactly what
the reason or reasons are for his discharge. A report
should be filled out upon an employee's leaving the company,
stating the reason for discharge, date, and othe relevant
data. The employee mqy be told that the company will not
try to prevent his obtaining another position vith a different
company, but that it vill, of course, *ive a truthful report
of its experience vith that employee during his term of ser-
vice .
?• 330 - "Fundamentals of Business Organization and r.anagenent"
Cornell and I.'.acDonald
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Following are illustrations of the interviewer's reuort
upon an employee's leaving the organization, and the employee 1
leaving notice;
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Name
Dept .
7as the //age satisfactory?
7as the vork satisfactory?
7as the instruction clear?
^ate
Foreman
If rehired would you care to do same work?
193
dhec k
If discharged does his reason check with foreman's?
?fale
Female
Interviewed by

1.31
Name is leaving our employ.
Dept. Symbol • Number \
Effective 19
R e 3 son F or- Leaving Record of Service
m Accord : Conduct
:
•Attend i Skill:
•
iSoadd :
Laid Off ; lood ' Steady: nrO od : Fast :
Discharged : Fair Unrel .
:
F. . ir : Medium :
No Notice ; Poor Tardy :'Poor : Slow :
Vould Rehire in your Dept. Sex
Yes ! Male
No ! • Female
To be Replaced? yes no '/as to be laid off? Yes No
Further Explanation:
Foreman
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